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I.

FINAL REPORT TO THE PERMANENT COUNCIL1
A. INTRODUCTION

On Friday, December 6, 2019 the Commonwealth of Dominica held General Elections to
elect the twenty-one (21) members of the House of Assembly. The Voters’ List for the
process included 74,8952 names.
In a letter to the Secretary General of the Organization of American States (OAS), dated
November 25, 2019, the Prime Minister of Dominica, Honorable Roosevelt Skerrit, invited
the OAS to observe the General Elections. The Secretary General accepted the invitation, by
a letter also dated November 25, 2019, and confirmed that the Organization would deploy
an Electoral Observation Mission (EOM) to the elections in Dominca, contingent upon the
availability of funds to do so.
On December 3, 2019, in Roseau, the Government of Dominica and the OAS General
Secretariat signed an Agreement on the Privileges and Immunities of the Mission. An
Electoral Access Agreement was also signed between the Mission and the Electoral Office of
Dominica.
This was the third occasion on which the OAS was present for an electoral process in the
Commonwealth of Dominica. OAS Missions were previously deployed for the General
Elections in 2009 and 2014.
 Composition and Methodology of the Electoral Observation Mission
Secretary General Luis Almagro designated the Right Honourable Hubert Ingraham, former
Prime Minister of The Bahamas, as the Chief of Mission. The Mission arrived in Dominica on
November 30, and comprised 20 experts and observers from 13 countries, who deployed
throughout the 21 constituencies of Dominica to observe the poll.
The Mission’s work focused on key aspects of the electoral process, including electoral
organization and technology, the Voters’ List, electoral justice, campaign financing and the
political participation of women.
On Saturday, December 7, the Mission delivered a Preliminary Report in Roseau, with its
principal findings and recommendations. This document is the Mission’s Final Report. It
complements the Preliminary Report and provides greater detail on the Mission’s findings
and recommendations, in the spirit of further assisting Dominica in strengthening its
electoral process.

1 Presented to the Permanent Council of the Organization of American States by the Chief of Mission, Hubert Alexander
Ingraham, on November 18, 2020.
2 Data provided by the Electoral Office of Dominica
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B. PRE-ELECTORAL PHASE
The Mission arrived in Dominica on November 30. To learn about preparations for the
process, and to hear different perspectives on the elections, the Mission engaged with a
range of stakeholders, including the President, the Prime Minister and other government
officials, the Electoral Commission of Dominica, the Chief Elections Officer and other
electoral officials, political parties and candidates, representatives of the private sector,
civil society actors and other observer missions. The Mission’s experts also scrutinized
available legislation, regulations, processes and procedures relating to the electoral process
in order to ensure a full understanding of the current context.
In its pre-electoral engagements, the Mission identified several issues of concern to
stakeholders.
 Electoral Reform
Since 2015, different stakeholders have sought to introduce changes to the electoral
framework that would update and modernize the Voters’ List, facilitate the issuance of
voter identification cards and address concerns about voting by members of the Dominican
diaspora. A key focus of the opposition’s campaign for the 2019 General Elections was the
urgent need to address this reform. In light of challenges in delivering electoral reform that
was acceptable to citizens, the Government invited a Joint CARICOM-Commonwealth-OAS
Mission to visit Dominica in August 2019, to consider the concerns surrounding this issue,
and to provide advice on the way forward. The Mission notes that this and other efforts to
amend the electoral legislation over the past several years have been largely unsuccessful.
Stakeholders who engaged with the Mission generally agreed there was a need for electoral
reform, and specifically, a need to address the Voters’ List, however there were opposing
views on how this should take place. While Government advocated for a wide process of reregistration, which included the registration of eligible voters in the diaspora, stakeholders
on the other side of the political spectrum argued for a process based entirely in Dominica,
with any eligible voters overseas returning home to participate.
Similarly, while different stakeholders agreed that a voter identification system would
strengthen Dominica’s electoral system, there were opposing views on the type of voter ID
that would best serve the needs of Dominica’s electorate. Ultimately, it did not prove
possible to enact any electoral reforms before the December 6 General Elections.
The Mission welcomed the post-elections undertaking by the Prime Minister of Dominica to
establish a national commission on electoral reform and the appointment, in late August
2020, of the sole Commissioner, Justice Dennis Byron, retired Chief Justice of the Caribbean
Court of Justice. As Justice Byron carries out his task, the Mission notes that the
participation of members of the opposition, as well as other stakeholders, will be crucial for
the success of the reform initiative, for finding solutions to the political and electoral
challenges that affected the 2019 elections and in re-establishing an environment for
respectful and constructive political dialogue in Dominica. The Mission hopes that the
4

findings and recommendations included in this report may prove to be a useful tool in this
regard.
 Pre-Electoral Violence and the Tone of the Campaign
The Mission was concerned by the strong rhetoric and the deterioration in the tone of the
campaign in the weeks prior to the elections. It also took note of the protests that occurred
in Marigot, Salisbury and other areas of the country in the days just prior to the poll, which
resulted in the blockage of streets, disruption to the free movement of persons and
vehicular traffic and interruption to air travel to and from Dominica. The Mission also
noted reports that injuries were sustained by some persons during the pre-electoral
disturbances.
In light of the disruptions and a markedly tense atmosphere in the country, the government
of Dominica requested the support of the Regional Security System in ensuring a secure
environment for the General Elections. A team of service personnel accordingly deployed to
Dominica on December 3, 2019, days before the election and assisted the Dominica
security services in restoring normalcy.
 Voters’ List
Dominica has implemented a continuous registration process since 1979 whereby new
registrants are added to the base list, and electors who no longer qualify to remain on the
Voters’ List are removed. The Mission noted that while new applications for registration
are consistently processed, the removal of electors from the List is rarely carried out.
Factors contributing to the limited cleansing of the List include:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

the absence of legislation that requires the Voters’ List to be verified periodically
in order to address anomalies inherent in the continuous registration Process;
absence of provisions for the periodic replacement of the Voters’ List through a
House-to-House enumeration exercise;
a lack of comprehensive enforcement of the pertinent statutory legislation; and
limited human and technical resources at the Electoral Office.

As a result, the Voters’ List, which has been in existence since the commencement of
continuous registration in 1979, has seen a continuous, abnormal growth of its elector
total. The Final Voters’ List used in the December 6, 2019 General Elections had a total of
74,895 electors – more than the estimated 2019 population of Dominica (72,000
persons).3
In the Mission’s engagements prior to the elections, stakeholders also shared multiple
complaints regarding the Voters’ List. Of particular concern was the size of the List, the
inclusion of the names of deceased electors and the continued presence of the names of
3

World Bank. https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.POP.TOTL?locations=DM
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Dominicans who may have resided outside of the country in excess of five years and who
might nevertheless seek to cast a ballot. The Mission also heard concerns about the
absence of Voter Identification Cards and the potential for election malpractices resulting
from the confluence of these factors. As a result stakeholders were of the view that the
Voters’ List was compromised and should be subjected to rigorous review, along with
other electoral reforms, before any election was held.
The Mission noted that efforts were made by the Government to address the concerns of
stakeholders through technical support from the Commonwealth Secretariat (2017) and
from a Joint CARICOM-Commonwealth-OAS Mission (2019). Recommendations offered by
those missions were not implemented.
 Matters before the Court
On November 26, 2019, seven citizens of Dominica, led by Mr. Loftus Durand, president of
the Concerned Citizens Movement, an electoral reform lobby group, filed with the High
Court of Dominica, a without-notice application for leave to apply for judicial review and
for an injunction against the holding of General Elections on December 6, 2019 or on any
date prior to February 5, 2020, unless several conditions were met. These conditions
included:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Compliance with the procedure for holding elections, as outlined in the House of
Assembly Act;
Verification of the Voters’ List and removal of the names of ineligible voters;
Disposal of all objections filed on or before November 19, 2019, or within the
pertinent timeframe, in accordance with the law; and
Issuance of Voter ID cards to eligible voters only.

The applicants also sought an injunction requiring the state-owned Dominica Broadcasting
Corporation to provide equal access and treatment to all political parties and candidates in
the upcoming general elections. They further sought the recusal of the High Court Judge,
the Honourable Bernie Stephenson, alleging she was biased against the applicants.
A hearing of the case, Loftus Durand v President of The Commonwealth of Dominica Charles
A. Savarin, took place on December 2, 2019, to determine the jurisdiction of the High Court.
On December 3, 2019, Justice Stephenson ruled that the Court did not have the jurisdiction
to grant the injunction as the electoral process had already begun. She dismissed the
application. On December 4 a further application for an injunction was made to the Eastern
Caribbean Supreme Court. The appeal was heard and dismissed on December 5, 2019,
hours before the opening of the poll.
C. ELECTION DAY
On Election Day, the members of the Mission were present in all of the country’s 21
constituencies from the opening of the poll to the tallying and transmission of preliminary
results, and visited 190 polling stations. Members reported that the polling stations they
6

observed opened on time and possessed the full complement of staff and materials
necessary for a proper conduct of the poll. The majority of polling stations provided
sufficient space for the conduct of the poll, and the secrecy of the vote was maintained.
Poll workers, the great majority of whom were women, were diligent in their duties and
appeared knowledgeable about the procedures to be taken. The Mission commends the
electoral authorities, including the poll workers, supervisory personnel and police officers
who facilitated the conduct of the voting process.
The Mission found that the Voters’ List posted outside the polling stations it visited, along
with the available signage, generally allowed voters to easily identify where they should
cast their ballot. The Mission did however encounter several voters during the course of
the day, who required assistance in confirming they were on the Voters’ List and locating
their polling station.
Members of the Mission were present at polling stations on the night of the elections to
observe the counting and transmission of preliminary results. Members were also present
at the Electoral Office to observe the receipt and tallying of those results. In this regard the
Mission noted that while the Electoral Commission initially attempted to transmit the
results of the poll through a specially designed website, high levels of network traffic
affected the functioning of this medium. The Mission welcomed the quick action by the
Commission to inform the general public of its challenges and to continue sharing the
results thereafter through the local media.
D. POST-ELECTORAL PHASE
The final count of the ballots cast in the December 6 General Elections took place on
December 7, 2019. The results indicated that the Dominica Labour Party (DLP) won 18
seats, while the United Workers Party (UWP) won 3 seats. Of the 40,067 valid votes cast
23,643 (59.01%) were cast for the DLP and 16,424 (40.99%) were cast for the UWP. Voter
turnout was 54%.
Table 1: Results of the General Elections by Constituency
Invalid
Votes

Constituencies

DLP

UWP

Valid Votes

Winner

Castle Bruce

842

808

1,650

37

DLP

Colihaut

677

185

862

4

DLP

Cottage

948

336

1,284

15

DLP

Grand Bay

1,532

211

1,743

29

DLP

La Plaine

742

665

1,407

24

DLP

Mahaut

2,191

1,865

4,056

46

DLP

Marigot

269

882

1,151

13

UWP
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Constituencies

DLP

UWP

Valid Votes

Invalid
Votes

Winner

Morne Jaune
/Riviere Cyrique
Paix Bouche

601

541

1,142

17

DLP

1,138

202

1,340

61

DLP

Petite Savanne

1,192

501

1,693

24

DLP

Portsmouth

1,253

369

1,622

37

DLP

Roseau Central

1,063

870

1,933

21

DLP

Roseau North

1,638

2,134

3,772

86

UWP

Roseau South

2,194

1,938

4,132

38

DLP

Roseau Valley

1,118

768

1,886

62

DLP

534

866

1,400

22

UWP

Salybia

1,081

816

1,897

32

DLP

St. Joseph

1,324

877

2,201

13

DLP

Soufriere

1,352

602

1,954

56

DLP

Vieille Case

1,095

229

1,324

36

DLP

859

759

1,618

22

DLP

23,643

16,424

40,067

695

Salisbury

Wesley
Total Votes Cast

Source: Electoral Office of Dominica
E. FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on its analysis of the electoral system, as well as the information it gathered through
discussions with national and electoral authorities, political parties, civil society and the
international community prior to the elections, and its observations on Election Day, the
OAS Mission offers the following findings and recommendations. The Mission hopes these
recommendations will support the work to be undertaken in Dominica to advance efforts
towards electoral reform.
i.

Electoral Organization

The OAS Mission notes the efforts of the electoral authorities to ensure a smooth and
inclusive process and commends the poll workers for their hard work prior to and on
Election Day.
As observed by the 2014 OAS Mission, Dominica is one of the few remaining countries in
the Caribbean without a voter identification card. The issuance of such a card would
facilitate the identification of voters as well as the voting process on Election Day. The
8

Mission also noted that there were no centrally organized and mandatory training sessions
for electoral workers. Instead Returning Officers and Election Clerks determined whether
training was required for their Presiding Officers and Poll Clerks and, if so, the content and
number of training sessions. Improved training opportunities for electoral staff would
buttress their knowledge and ensure a uniform application of the mandated procedures on
Election Day.
The Mission therefore recommends:
 Issuing biometric photo ID cards to voters, and in this context, amending the
legislation to provide the Electoral Commission with the authority to collect and use
electors' biometric data.
 Establishing a help desk management system to effectively manage and control the
delivery of electoral materials, monitor and control the opening and closing of the
polls and manage the delivery of information and support to electoral workers.
 Developing and executing structured training sessions to ensure that all workers are
properly trained and follow uniform proceedings at the polls.
 Mandating Presiding Officers to examine the fingers of all persons who present
themselves to vote, and are identified as electors on the Voters' List, for the
presence of electoral ink.
ii.

Electoral Technology

In Dominica, the electoral process, including the transmission of results, is conducted
primarily in a manual fashion. Poll workers are responsible for conducting their own
quality control tests in order to verify whether totals are correct and that all the data is
received. Preliminary elections results are announced by the Chief Elections Officer and
broadcast to citizens through the media.
Considering that the integration of technology tools could significantly improve the
monitoring and control of these processes, the Mission recommends:
 Introducing a computerized results transmission system, which collects, processes,
tabulates and transmits election results to the central electoral office. Such a system
would enhance quality control and ensure greater security at the preliminary
results stage, decreasing human influence on the electoral results and avoiding
intentional or accidental errors. The system could include an option for scanning
and transmitting the Statements of Poll, so that they can be published alongside the
digitized electoral results.
 The implementation of a central, computerized results receiving center, where
summaries of election results are periodically sent via telecommunication lines from
9

the various constituencies across the country, along with a live graphic display of
the results.
 Improvement of the publication of election results online, through the official web
site of the Electoral Commission. The publication of results can include electronic
copies of the Statement of Poll, so that individuals can validate the results being
transmitted by the media.
iii.

Electoral Registries

The Mission identified several challenges to maintaining an accurate voter registry in
Dominica. While the electoral law provides for the Voters’ List to be updated and published
annually, there is no provision for periodic verification of the List or for a full enumeration
exercise to replace the current Voters’ List. There are also limitations in the Electoral
Commission’s existing systems and operation controls to properly administer and cleanse
the Voters’ List.
In part, these limitations are due to shortcomings in how citizens’ vital information is
shared among public institutions in Dominica, including information related to residency
status and deaths. The absence of a unique identifier that irrefutably confirms the identity
of the citizen has also prevented the Electoral Commission from effectively cleansing the
electoral list.
The Mission also noted that Dominica’s constituency boundaries have not changed since
1975 and were last reviewed over twenty years ago. A review of the elector totals across
the constituencies clearly highlight the need for a more equitable re-distribution, to
account for the growth of the population and ensure better parliamentary representation.
Accurate and precise constituency and polling division boundaries are also critical to
ensure that electors are registered in the correct constituencies and polling divisions.
The Mission therefore recommends:
 Amending the Registration of Electors Act to provide for a full enumeration exercise
to be conducted to replace the Voters’ List in existence and thereafter allow for
periodic verification of the voters’ list.
 Amending elector’s registration regulations and deceased elector confirmation
procedures to ensure their identification and removal from the list.
 Coordination and data-sharing between the Offices of the Chief Elections Officer, the
Registrar General and the Chief Immigration Officer, to better coordinate the
information required to update the Voters’ List, including formats for submission,
the use of a unique identifier (i.e. birth registration number), and the frequency and
method of submission.
10

 Agreeing on a unique identifier to be shared among the relevant government
institutions, that will allow the Electoral Commission to efficiently identify citizens
on the electoral list and avoid deleting citizens from the electoral roll without due
diligence.
 Amending the House of Assembly (Elections Act) and Regulations to allow for
personal demographic information, including a photograph, to be collected from
electors and utilized to verify voter identity at polling stations, including through
the use of a Picture Voters' List.
 Reviewing and discussing a suitable timeline that is adequate to update and publish
the Preliminary Voters' List and conduct the Claims and Objection Process. This
timeline relates particularly to years in which General Elections are announced and
the Writ of Elections issued by the President. Once the timeline is agreed, amend the
Registration of Electors and House of Assembly (Elections) Acts to provide the CEO
with the timeline required to fulfill all statutory requirements in the publication of
the Final Voters' List.
 Convening the Constituency Boundaries Commission to review and adjust the
existing constituency boundaries. To ensure greater accuracy and precision, the
Commission should consider incorporating the use of Geographic Information
Technology in mapping constituency boundaries.
iv.

Electoral Justice

In Dominica, there are several ways in which a person can challenge aspects of the electoral
process: (i) an objection to names on the list; (ii) an objection at a polling station, where on
Election Day, a candidate or his agent can object to anyone who they believe is not entitled
to vote or receive a ballot; and (iii) an election petition.
Stakeholders complained to the Mission about the length of time it has taken in the past to
determine election petitions and other election offences. In this regard, the Mission noted
that Dominica’s laws do not provide for the invalidation of a candidate’s nomination on the
grounds of apparent disqualification. Any challenge to any part of the election process,
including the nomination of a candidate to stand for election, can only be conducted
pursuant to an election petition and before an election court after the election. The result is
that a candidate may be elected although he or she may be disqualified, leading to a
potentially lengthy and uncertain challenge through the courts.
The Mission therefore makes the following recommendations:
 Pursuing comprehensive reform of the Voters’ List and identification of electors, in
order to reduce the number of objections that can be submitted in an election year
or at a polling station.
11

 Amending the existing election petition legislation and rules to allow the
administrative review and determination of appropriate elections challenges before
the holding of elections.
 Expediting election petitions and complete hearings of all election-related offences
in as short a period of time as possible.
v.

Voting Abroad

The Registration of Electors Act provides that Dominicans living abroad are allowed to
remain registered and cast their votes in person if they have remained outside the country
for less than five years. While there is consensus among stakeholders that Dominicans
living overseas are entitled to exercise their franchise, within the confines of the law, the
Mission noted concerns that citizens residing outside of Dominica might receive
inducements to return home to vote, even in cases where they have been absent from
Dominica in excess of five years.
The Mission notes that neither the Electoral Commission nor other stakeholders consider
that a voting abroad mechanism is urgent at this point, although it may be technically
desirable in the long run. In preparation for future potential discussions on the issue, the
Mission therefore recommends:
 Exploring options for a voting abroad mechanism which would allow citizens
residing overseas an equal opportunity to participate in the political life of their
country, while reducing the risk of inducements. Initial steps in considering such a
mechanism could include a comprehensive review of current practices in countries
of similar size and diaspora.
vi.

Political Participation of Women

The OAS Mission observed that women continued to be present at all levels of the electoral
process, including in the campaign, as poll workers and in the electoral contest. The
Mission was pleased to note an increase in the number of women candidates in this
electoral process from 6 (13.6%) in 2014 to 13 (31%) in 2019. The final results saw eight
women (38%) elected to the House. The Mission welcomes this sign of progress.
The Mission recognizes that Dominica has committed itself to upholding the political rights
of women through international and regional instruments and that the country’s domestic
legal framework complies with these commitments.
In order to embed these undertakings firmly in the political process, the Mission
recommends:

12

 Considering initiatives, including adoption of gender quotas, intended to enhance
women’s participation in the electoral process.
 That political parties, civil society and other relevant stakeholders collaborate in
developing training programs and other initiatives that promote women’s
participation and leadership in politics.
vii.

Political Finance

Several stakeholders informed the Mission of concerns regarding the potential influence of
money in the current electoral process. The Mission notes that Dominica has no regulations
regarding political-electoral financing or disclosure of sources of funding. There is no
public funding for political parties or candidates and the origin of private funds is not
regulated. There are no prohibitions on foreign and anonymous sources and no limits on
campaign spending. Political parties are not required to disclose their finances.
In order to strengthen the transparency and accountability of electoral processes in the
Commonwealth of Dominica, the OAS Mission strongly recommends:
 Considering the introduction of legislation to regulate political party and campaign
financing, including clear limits on campaign spending, the identification of the
sources of funding, the prevention of anonymous donations, and the limitation of
private and in-kind donations to political and electoral campaigns. In this regard, the
OAS model legislation on campaign financing may provide a useful point of
departure.
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II.

ANNEXES: REPORTS BY TOPIC
i.

ELECTORAL ORGANIZATION

1. Introduction
Dominica is a parliamentary democracy with a non-executive President. It has a
unicameral House of Assembly consisting of 21 elected representatives and nine
nominated senators. Each representative runs in a single-member constituency and is
elected by popular vote on a first-past-the-post basis for a five-year term. 4 The leader
of the party that secures the majority of seats in Parliament becomes the Prime
Minister.
The senators are nominated by the President, five on the advice of the Prime Minister
and four on the advice of the Leader of the Opposition. The Attorney General and the
Speaker are also part of the National Assembly. National elections are constitutionally
held every five years from the date of the first sitting of the House of Assembly after
any dissolution.
The President of the Commonwealth of Dominica is nominated by the Prime Minister
and the Leader of the Opposition and elected by the House of Assembly for no more
than two terms of five years each. The judiciary exercises its authority independently
of both the executive and legislative branches.
According to Section 5 (1) of the Registration of Electors Act, citizens who have
reached the age of 18 or more, who have been registered and whose names appear on
the official Voters’ List, are entitled to vote. Commonwealth citizens who have resided
in Dominica for at least 12 months immediately before the qualifying date may also
register to vote.
General Elections were held on December 6, 2019, with a Voters’ List comprising
74,895 electors. The two main political parties, the Dominica Labour Party (DLP) and
the United Workers Party (UWP), each fielded one candidate in each of the 21
constituencies, for a total of 42 candidates.
IMPORTANT DATES
Dissolution of the House
Nomination Day
Election Day

4

Nov. 6, 2019
Nov. 19, 2019
Dec. 6, 2019

Article 30, Constitution of Dominica.
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2. Legal Framework
The legal framework for elections in Dominica is provided by Chapter III, Parts 3, 4
and 5 of the Constitution of The Commonwealth of Dominica. The conduct of national
elections is governed by the House of Assembly (Elections Act) and Regulations,
under Chapter 2:01 of the laws of Dominica, while the registration of votes is
governed by the Registration of Electors Act, Chapter 2:03 of the laws of Dominica,
and its amendments.
3. Electoral Framework
The laws of Dominica provide for two separate and independent institutions, which
together hold responsibility for organizing and administering the electoral
framework of Dominica: the Electoral Commission and the Constituency Boundaries
Commission.
a. Electoral Commission
Sections 56 and 38 (1-6) of the Constitution of The Commonwealth of Dominica
provide for the establishment and composition of an Electoral Commission which is
responsible for the registration of voters, the maintenance and management of the
Voters’ List, and the conduct of national elections in each constituency and local
elections in each authority. The Electoral Commission comprises a chairman
appointed by the President in his own deliberate judgment, two members appointed
by the President on the advice of the Prime Minister, and two members appointed by
the President on the advice of the Leader of the Opposition (Section 56 (3). The term
for each member concludes when the House of Assembly first meets following the
next dissolution of Parliament after his appointment (Section 56 (5) a).
Section 38 also provides for a Chief Elections Officer (CEO), who is appointed by the
President after consultation with the Electoral Commission and is mandated to assist
the Commission with the registration of electors and the holding of elections. The CEO
is also tasked with supervising Registering Officers and their assistants, Returning
Officers, Election Clerks, Presiding Officers, Poll Clerks and all other officers required
to deliver the electoral process. The Constitution provides for the creation of laws and
regulations to guide the electoral process, and protects the CEO from the direction
and control of any person or authority.
The offices of the Electoral Commission and the Chief Elections Officer are located in
Roseau, the capital city of Dominica. The Mission noted that there are no full-time
registration offices in the different constituencies. Registration takes place at the
residences of the Registration Officers, who are part-time employees of the
Commission.
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b. Constituency Boundaries Commission
Sections 56 and 57 of the Constitution of the Commonwealth of Dominica establish
and define the responsibilities of a Constituency Boundaries Commission. Section 57
(1 & 2) of the Constitution mandates the Boundaries Commission to submit a
Boundaries Report to the President every two to five years with recommendations on
the number of constituencies into which Dominica should be divided and whether the
boundaries should be altered5. Schedule 2 to the Constitution outlines the factors the
Boundaries Commission must take into account when reviewing constituency
boundaries.
The Mission was advised by the electoral authorities that the constituency boundaries
have not changed since 1975 (prior to the country’s independence), and were last
reviewed over twenty years ago.
There are currently 21 constituencies in Dominica, each with varying numbers of
electors. For the 2019 General Elections Colihaut had the smallest number of electors
(1,571 persons), while Roseau North had almost five times as many electors, at 7,650
persons. The constituencies were further divided into 100 polling districts and 255
polling stations. A breakdown of the data for each constituency is shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Electoral Divisions and Distribution of Electors
Constituency
Castle Bruce
Colihaut
Cottage
Grand Bay
La Plaine
Mahaut
Marigot
Morne Jaune / Riviere
Cyrique
Paix Bouche
Petite Savanne
Portsmouth
Roseau Central
Roseau North
Roseau South
Roseau Valley
Salisbury
Salybia
5

Polling
Districts

Polling
Stations

5
3
3
3
7
7
3
3
4
5
5
7
7
9
5
4
2

11
6
8
14
10
23
10
6
10
11
12
14
27
19
9
9
11

Electors
2,927
1,571
2,317
4,123
2,556
7,525
2,687
1,773
2,738
2,755
3,384
3,983
7,650
7,503
2,935
2,712
2,664

Section 23 of the Registration of Electors Act (1991)
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Constituency

Polling
Districts

Polling
Stations

Electors

St. Joseph
5
13
Soufriere
4
11
Vieille Case
6
9
Wesley
3
12
Total
100
255
Source: Compiled by OAS using data from the Electoral Office, Dominica

4,072
3,463
2,227
3,330
74,895

4. Registration of Electors and the Voters’ List
Section 5 (1) of the Registration of Electors Act stipulates that a person is qualified to
be registered as an elector for a polling district in Dominica if he or she:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Is a citizen of the Commonwealth of Dominica; or
Is a Commonwealth citizen who has resided in Dominica for a period of twelve
months immediately before the qualifying date; and
Is eighteen years of age or over; and
Has resided in that polling district for a continuous period of at least three
months immediately preceding the date of registration; but in the case of a
person who has attained the age of eighteen years within the period of three
months immediately preceding the date of his registration, no such residence
qualification shall be required.

An elector can only be registered in one polling district, and remains registered there,
even if he/she no longer resides there, until he/she has become qualified to be
registered as an elector in another polling district (Section 5 (3)). Section 7 of the
Registration of Electors Act defines the right of electors to remain registered in
Dominica. It provides that a person shall remain registered unless and until his/her
name is deleted from the register because:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

He has died;
An objection to his registration has been allowed;
He has been absent from Dominica for a period exceeding five years; or
He has become disqualified for registration as an elector under this Act or any
other written law imposing disqualifications for registration as an elector.

Dominica’s electoral system is based on the continuous registration of electors. The
Voters’ List, which dates back to 1979, is updated annually with the addition of
persons who meet the qualifications indicated above and who apply to be registered,
and the deletion of persons who fall into any of the categories indicated for removal
from the List. A Preliminary Voters’ List is published annually in September and a
Final Voters’ List in November following the completion of these processes and a
period of claims and objections.
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According to Sections 16 and 17 of the Registration of Electors Act, all registration
must cease upon the issuance of a Writ of Elections, and only those persons who
applied to be registered between the publication of the last List and the issuance of
the Writ are to be added to the List following completion of a claims and objections
process.
The Mission was advised by the electoral authorities that the Voters’ List for the 2019
General Elections comprised of the Preliminary Voters’ List published on September
30, 2019 and 2,408 new registrants who submitted their applications between the
publication of the Preliminary List and the issuance of the Writ of Elections on
November 6, 2019.
The Final Voters’ List comprised 74,895 electors. Data obtained from Dominica’s
Central Statistical Office indicated that in 2016 the estimated population of Dominica
was about 71,0006. The World Bank estimated the 2019 population of Dominica at
just under 72,000 persons7. For a detailed analysis of the factors contributing to this
anomaly (a Voters’ List that is greater than the population of the country), see the
Electoral Registries Annex (Annex 3) of this report.
5. Voters Residing in the Diaspora
An important part of Dominica’s population resides outside the country. Estimates of the
diaspora range between 43,0008 and 70,0009 Dominican citizens living abroad.
Table 2: Dominica’s Emigration Destinations
Host Country
Emigrants
United States

32,000

France

7,000

United Kingdom

6,000

US Virgin Islands

6,000

Antigua and Barbados

5,000

Canada

4,000

Guadaloupe

4,000

Sint Maarten

2,000

Spain

1,000

6

Dominica Central Statistics Office, “Total Population Analysed by Births, Deaths and Net Migration 1995-2016”
World Bank, https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.POP.TOTL?locations=DM
8
Global Bilateral Migration Data Bank, World Bank (2018), https://databank.worldbank.org/source/global-bilateralmigration
9
Migration Policy Institute, Data Hub (2017), Immigrant and Emigrant Populations by Country of Origin and
Destination https://www.migrationpolicy.org/programs/data-hub/charts/immigrant-and-emigrant-populationscountry-origin-and-destination?width=1000&height=850&iframe=true
7
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Host Country

Emigrants

Puerto Rico

1,000

French Guinea

1,000

British Virgin Islands

1,000

Total

70,000

Source: Migration Policy Institute, Data Hub (2017), Immigrant and Emigrant Populations by
Country of Origin and Destination10

As noted earlier, the Registration of Electors Act stipulates that citizens living abroad may
remain registered, and therefore exercise their right to vote, provided they have not been
absent from the country for more than five years. However there are no mechanisms by
which citizens who remain eligible to vote may exercise their franchise, except in Dominica.
The Mission noted the different perspectives by stakeholders on voting by citizens residing
overseas, as well as concerns that some Dominican political parties have traditionally
facilitated the return of such persons for voting purposes, regardless of the time spent
outside of the country.
The 2014 OAS Mission addressed this contentious issue and noted the concerns expressed
by some stakeholders that this practice constitutes bribery, and therefore breaches the
laws of Dominica. The 2014 Mission also noted arguments that paying for travel expenses
within Dominica, in order to bring citizens to the polling stations, is legal practice and not
bribery at a local level and this should also apply to international travel assistance.
In its discussions in Dominica, the Mission broached the idea of a voting abroad mechanism
as a possible solution to this issue. Neither the Electoral Commission nor other
stakeholders considered a voting abroad mechanism urgent for Dominica at this point,
although they noted it might be technically desirable in the long run.
6. Training Sessions
Discussions with the electoral authorities indicated that there was no centrally
organized mandatory training for electoral workers.
The Electoral Commission held three Zonal Workshops for Returning Officers,
Election Clerks, Presiding Officers and Poll Clerks in order to emphasize and remind
these officials of key points and new procedures for the elections. Apart from these
sessions, training for Registering and Assistant Registering Officers, Returning
Officers and Election Clerks was limited to handbooks provided by the Chief Elections
Officer. According to the CEO, most of the information resided with the Returning
Officers, who knew the procedures and formalities and were able to determine the
degree of further training required by the selected workers.
10

https://www.migrationpolicy.org/programs/data-hub/charts/immigrant-and-emigrant-populations-country-originand-destination?width=1000&height=850&iframe=true
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Returning Officers and Election Clerks were responsible for training their Presiding
Officers and Poll Clerks. They determined the content of the training, the number of
classes and the length of the sessions. Some Returning Officers advised the Mission
that the selected poll workers had already worked in previous elections so minimal
training was required.
Although the electoral authorities provided a training manual to be used for guidance
during those sessions, there was no requirement that it be used. Uniformity in the
training sessions and actions on Election Day was therefore not guaranteed.
7. Electoral Materials
Timing and precision are essential in the running of any election. Ensuring that all
electoral materials arrive on time to start the election is crucial. To ensure this is
achieved, the packing of the ballot box is done at the Electoral Commission and the
material is distributed the day before the election. All ballots are printed by the
government printer and then checked and verified at the Commission upon receipt.
Each box is physically checked by the Chief Elections Officer before it is distributed.
The Returning Officers check and collect their boxes before they are taken to a central
location where the Presiding Officers will verify their contents before securing it at a
designated police station. Although the law stipulates that the boxes should be
delivered at least two clear days before taking of the polls to ensure all stations open
on time11, the Mission noticed that the materials were distributed a few hours before
the opening of the polls at 7am, when all Presiding Officers should already have been
present at the station.
To ensure the security of the documents in the boxes, six to eight seals were put in
each box for use after the close of polls and the preliminary counting. Moreover, to
ensure the secrecy of the ballots, while at the same time ensuring the voter adhered
to the regulations, paper voting booths were introduced for the first time in this
election. Using these booths, the elector could vote in the presence of the poll workers
while maintaining the secrecy of the ballot. The Mission remarked, however, that it is
not mandatory that the Presiding Officers use them. Some of the polling stations, for
example, have private rooms for the voter to cast the ballot.
8. Procedures at Polling Stations on Election Day
On Election Day in Dominica, electors cast their votes at one of the 255 polling
stations established across 100 polling divisions throughout the country. In order to
cast a ballot, an eligible elector must be present at his/her designated polling station.
Dominican law currently makes no provisions for overseas or absentee voting.

11

Section 23, 26 and 32 of the Elections Act (1991).
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a. Polling Station Staff
In Dominica polling stations are staffed by a Presiding Officer and a Poll Clerk, who
report to a Returning Officer, who is responsible for the electoral constituency. A
party agent for each candidate contesting the election is permitted to be present to
witness the vote, as well as accredited international observers. Members of the police
are present to secure each polling station.
The Mission was informed that some Returning Officers trained additional poll
workers who remained on standby in the event one of the poll workers was unable to
turn out on Election Day. If the Presiding Officer is unable to work on Election Day,
the Poll Clerk assumes that role and authorizes another elector to fill the vacant
position after subscribing to the relevant oath.
While the majority of polling stations provided sufficient space for the conduct of the
poll and the secrecy of the vote, the Mission observed that the location of some polling
stations made access difficult for physically challenged persons and the elderly. In
some cases, the Presiding Officer was obliged to go outside the polling station in order
to facilitate the voting process.
b. Voter Identification
Dominica remains one of the few countries in the Caribbean without a voter
registration card. Under the current law, citizens are not required to show any form of
picture identification to vote; the identity of a person is confirmed by having voters
state their occupation. The Mission was advised that due to the sizes of the polling
divisions, it was highly likely that poll workers would know the persons registered to
vote at their polling station. In the event of an issue with identification, oaths could
also be taken by such individuals and they would be allowed to vote.
The Mission heard from multiple stakeholders that a voter identification system
would enhance the security of the Dominican electoral system. Past OAS Missions,
other international observer groups and the 2019 CARICOM-Commonwealth-OAS
Joint Mission have all recommended the introduction of a voter identification card for
this purpose. However while there is consensus across party lines and Dominican
society that such an initiative would be helpful, there continues to be disagreement on
the type of card that should be introduced.
The Mission notes that the Electoral Commission strongly supports the
implementation of a Voter ID system. To that end, and having successfully persuaded
the Government to support the implementation of the system, the Electoral
Commission developed plans in 2018 to conduct a re-verification of electors’ process
that would serve to correct anomalies in the Voters’ List, and prepare for the issuance
of ID cards. The Commission accordingly engaged a company to provide both
hardware and software for the preparation and issuance of ID cards, pending passage
of the necessary authorizing legislation by Government. The equipment was
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purchased but remains at the Electoral Office in the absence of agreement by
Government and stakeholders on how to proceed. No further action is expected in
this regard until the work of the sole Commissioner on electoral reform, Justice
Dennis Byron, is complete.
c. Voting Procedures
Polls open at 7 am and close at 5 pm. Just before the opening of the poll, the Presiding
Officer and Poll Clerk display the empty ballot box to all people present before locking
it. Each elector, on entering the polling station, approaches the Presiding Officer’s
table and states his or her name, address and occupation. The Poll Clerk confirms that
the information provided is correct according to the Official Voters’ List. If the elector
is qualified to vote at that polling station, the Poll Clerk enters his/her data in the Poll
Book.
The Presiding Officer asks the elector which is his/her dominant hand and the thumb
on the non-dominant hand is used for inking before the ballot is issued and
instructions given. According to the established procedure, both hands have to be
checked in order to confirm that the elector has not already voted. As there is no
physical identification card, identifying the voter rests upon the Presiding Officer and
other poll workers.
After receiving the ballot and instructions, the elector proceeds into the voting booth
and marks the ballot, returning to the Presiding Officer’s table with the ballot folded
so that the mark is concealed, deposits the ballot in the ballot box, and exits the
station.
For the 2019 elections, the electoral authorities, for the first time, introduced voting
booths for use in polling stations. The Mission was informed that in a number of
instances Returning Officers chose not to utilise the booths as they advised they had
other options. On Election Day, members of the Mission observed that in some polling
stations, where a voting booth was not set up, an adjoining room was instead used for
marking the ballot paper. While electors were typically asked to leave any mobile
devices at the Presiding Officer’s table while they marked their ballots, in some cases
the Mission observed electors entering the adjoining rooms with handbags,
knapsacks and other items in their possession. The Presiding Officers would have
been unaware of the contents of those bags and what happened inside of those rooms
once the doors were closed. The Mission notes that the opportunity to record or
photograph a ballot paper is greater in an adjoining room than in the presence of poll
officials and party agents.
The polls close at 5 pm. If at that time there are voters standing in line, they are
permitted to vote.
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d. Counting Procedures
At the close of the polls, with the assistance of the Poll Clerk and in the presence of the
candidates or their agents, and the security officer, the Presiding Officer conducts the
preliminary count. He/she counts the number of electors whose names appear in the
poll book as having voted, the spoiled ballot papers (if any) and the unused ballot
papers and checks this total to ascertain that all ballot papers are accounted for. The
ballot box is then opened and the votes are counted and separated by candidates
before being put in individual envelopes. The Statement of Poll is then prepared, one
copy of which is sealed in a special envelope for delivery to the Returning Officer.
Once this process is complete, the Presiding Officer places all electoral materials in
the ballot box and secures it with seals for delivery to the Returning Officer.
The Presiding Officer. Ballot boxes are delivered to the Returning Officer, who should
be stationed at a designated police station, and who secures the ballot boxes until the
official recount the following day.
e. Transmission of Results
On completion of the counting of votes, the Presiding Officer conveys the preliminary
results to the Returning Officer by telephone, using a unique authentication code for
security purposes. The Returning Officer waits for the arrival of the Statement of the
Polls before calling the Chief Elections Officer to relay the results. There is no
electronic data transfer implemented at this stage. The results are confirmed the
following day after the recount is completed.
From the Command Centre of the Chief Elections Office, the preliminary results are
relayed to the press for distribution to the nation. As the results are taken on the
phone, they are written on paper and brought to the relevant persons who are
tallying and also the media personnel present. Apart from the radio and television,
the results were also streamed online on the Commission’s website.
At the close of polls on December 6, 2019, preliminary results indicated that a total of
40,762 votes had been cast, of which 695 were rejected ballots and 104 were spoilt12.
9. Final Results
The final count of the ballots cast in the December 6 General Elections took place on
the following day, December 7, 2019. The process was conducted by the Returning
Officers with the assistance of the Election Clerks, in the presence of the candidates,
their agents and others who witnessed the breaking of the seals and the opening of
the ballot boxes. The Mission noted that under the House of Assembly (Elections) Act,
neither the Presiding Officers nor the Poll Clerks are mandated to be present for the
opening of the boxes and validation of the count.
12

Data provided by the Electoral Commission of Dominica
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Each ballot is shown to the persons present while the tally is done. If there are
questions or objections regarding the status of a ballot, it is discussed and decided
upon. During this process, the Returning Officer can overturn or reject a ballot. The
result of the recount overrides the preliminary count and decides the final winner.
At the end of the final count, the results showed that the Dominica Labour Party
(DLP) won 18 seats, while the United Workers Party (UWP) won 3 seats. Of the
40,067 valid votes cast 23,643 (59.01%) were cast for the DLP and 16,424 (40.99%)
were cast for the UWP. Voter turnout was 54%.13
Table 3: Results of the 2019 General Elections
Invalid
Votes

Constituencies

DLP

UWP

Valid Votes

Castle Bruce

842

808

1,650

37

DLP

Colihaut

677

185

862

4

DLP

Cottage

948

336

1,284

15

DLP

Grand Bay

1,532

211

1,743

29

DLP

La Plaine

742

665

1,407

24

DLP

2,191

1,865

4,056

46

DLP

269

882

1,151

13

UWP

Mahaut

Winner

Marigot
Morne Jaune
/Riviere Cyrique
Paix Bouche

601

541

1,142

17

DLP

1,138

202

1,340

61

DLP

Petite Savanne

1,192

501

1,693

24

DLP

Portsmouth

1,253

369

1,622

37

DLP

Roseau Central

1,063

870

1,933

21

DLP

Roseau North

1,638

2,134

3,772

86

UWP

Roseau South

2,194

1,938

4,132

38

DLP

Roseau Valley

1,118

768

1,886

62

DLP

534

866

1,400

22

UWP

Salybia

1,081

816

1,897

32

DLP

St. Joseph

1,324

877

2,201

13

DLP

Soufriere

1,352

602

1,954

56

DLP

Salisbury

13

http://electoraloffice.gov.dm/election2019/
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Vieille Case
Wesley

1,095

229

1,324

36

DLP

859

759

1,618

22

DLP

40,067

695

Total Votes Cast
23,643
16,424
Source: Electoral Office of Dominica

Table 4: Members Elected by Constituency and Political Party
Constituencies

Candidate

Gender

Political Party

Castle Bruce

Octavia Alfred

F

DLP

Colihaut

Lady Catherine Daniel

F

DLP

Cottage

Reginald V. Austrie

M

DLP

Grand Bay

Edward Registe

M

DLP

La Plaine

Kent Edwards

M

DLP

Mahaut

Rayburn J. Blackmoore

M

DLP

Marigot

Lennox I. Linton

M

UWP

Morne Jaune/Riviere
Cyrique

Greta Roberts

F

DLP

Paix Bouche

Roselyn V. Paul

F

DLP

Petite Savanne

Kenneth M. Darroux

M

DLP

Portsmouth

Ian C. Douglas

M

DLP

Roseau Central

Melissa Skerrit

F

DLP

Roseau North

Daniel A. Lugay

M

UWP

Roseau South

Chekirah Lockhart

F

DLP

Roseau Valley

Irving McIntyre

M

DLP

Salisbury

Hector John

M

UWP

Salybia

Cozier Federick

M

DLP

St. Joseph

Adis King

F

DLP

Soufriere

Denise Charles

F

DLP

Vieille Case

Roosevelt Skerrit

M

DLP

Wesley
Fidel Grant
M
DLP
Source: Compiled by OAS with data from the Electoral Office of Dominica
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10. Recommendations
Registration and Identification of Electors
 To ensure that registration is convenient and accessible for all, the Elections Act
should be amended to create constituency-based election offices that are open
during regular working hours
 In order to properly identify electors and reduce the possibility of voter
impersonation or multiple voting, provisions should be made for the issuance of
Voter Identification Cards by the Chief Registering Officer, in keeping with Section
19 of the Registration of Electors Act. The cards should include some form of
biometric data.
Training of Poll Workers
 For future elections, the Electoral Commission should develop training documents
for all categories of electoral workers and execute structured training sessions, to
ensure that all workers are properly trained and follow uniform proceedings at
the polls.
 Handbooks for all categories of electoral workers should be reviewed and revised
with emphasis not only on the legislation, but also on administrative procedures
to guide their activities.
 The authorities should also consider amending the Registration of Electors and
House of Assembly (Elections) Acts and Regulations to provide clear guidance for
electoral officers in keeping with the legislation, and make them more
accountable.
Polling Stations, Voting and Counting Procedures
 The electoral authorities should ensure, as far as possible, that decisions on the
location and layout of polling stations take into consideration the need for access
by elderly and differently-abled persons.
 Presiding Officers should be mandated to examine the fingers of all persons who
present themselves to vote, and are identified as electors on the Voters’ List, for
the presence of electoral ink. The use of ultraviolet light would be useful in
identifying traces of electoral ink on electors’ fingers.
 Presiding Officers and Poll Clerks who conduct the preliminary count should also
be present for the final count after the elections, in order to assist in clarifying or
resolving any errors that may be identified.
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Voting by the Diaspora
 Dominica’s authorities may wish to consider exploring options for a voting abroad
mechanism. This would allow citizens residing overseas an equal opportunity to
participate in the political life of their country, while reducing the risk of inducements.
Initial steps in considering such a mechanism could include a comprehensive review of
current practices in countries of similar size and diaspora.
 As recommended by the OAS Mission in 2014, the authorities should consider
amending Section 7 of the Registration of Electors Act to either clearly state the
circumstances under which an elector is to be declared “absent” from Dominica, or to
specify a “residency requirement” in relation to the eligibility to vote.
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ii.

ELECTORAL TECHNOLOGY

1. Introduction
On December 6, 2019, Dominica held General Elections to elect the twenty-one members of
the House of Assembly. The poll took place with a Voters’ List comprising 74,895 electors.
Data provided by the Electoral Office of Dominica indicated that 40,067 voters participated
in the electoral process, corresponding to a 54% voter turnout.
Dominica’s electoral process is conducted in a largely manual fashion. The use of
technology is confined to the processes for the transmission, tabulation and publication of
election results.
This section of the report will analyze those processes and the technology implemented to
support them. It also includes recommendations for the further incorporation of
technology at this stage of Dominica’s electoral process.
2. Legal Framework
The legal framework for elections in the Dominica is provided by Chapter III, Parts 3, 4 and
5 of the Constitution of The Commonwealth of Dominica. The conduct of national elections
is governed by the House of Assembly (Elections Act) and Regulations, under Chapter 2:01
of the laws of Dominica, while the registration of votes is governed by the Registration of
Electors Act, Chapter 2:03 of the laws of Dominica, and its amendments.
3. Voter Registration and Identification
Voter registration is a fundamental activity in all electoral processes and the ability to
accurately identify those persons who are registered and eligible to vote is essential for the
successful delivery of credible elections. In Dominica, most electoral procedures are
developed in a largely manual fashion, including the registration process. There is currently
no provision for the issuance of a voter’s ID card.
The Mission noted the concerns expressed by stakeholders regarding the Voters’ List,
which has been in existence since 1979, the challenges arising from the absence of a
rigorous voter identification system, and the overall need for electoral reform to
strengthen Dominica’s electoral system. The Mission also noted that previous efforts to
introduce a voter ID card were unsuccessful due to disagreement on the type of card that
should be utilized. These issues are discussed further in the Electoral Registries and
Electoral Organization annexes of this report.
The use of technology in the electoral system can enhance the security and effectiveness of
electoral processes, while providing greater certainty and building trust. In this regard, the
Mission suggests that a voter ID card that includes biometric data from registered
individuals would allow authorities to improve efficiency and security at polling stations on
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Election Day, and address concerns of errors and malpractice, including voter
impersonation and multiple voting.
4. Vote Counting and Tabulation Procedures
a. Preliminary Count
Following the closing of polls on Election Day, the Presiding Officer, assisted by the Poll
Clerk, counts the votes in the presence of candidates, their agents, electors and observers.
Immediately after, the officials transcribe the preliminary results into the Statement of the
Poll (Form 31). One copy of the Statement of Poll remains attached to the poll book, one
copy is retained by the Presiding Officer and another copy is sealed in a special envelope
and delivered to the Returning Officer of the constituency.
The preliminary results are thereafter transmitted verbally by the Returning Officers, by
telephone, to the Electoral Office in Roseau, in order to facilitate the compilation of the
provisional results of the elections. At this stage, electoral officials use a unique security
code to ensure proper authentication of the person transmitting the official results.
The Mission notes that the method used to transmit electoral results by telephone does not
guarantee the source or quality of the information. While electoral officials are responsible
for quality control, in order to verify that the vote figures are accurate and all of the data is
received, this mechanism is not able to effectively avoid the reporting of incorrect results
due to human error.
b. Tabulation of Results
At the national level, the election results are tabulated in the Electoral Office. After
receiving the calls from the Returning Offices from each constituency, the recipients of the
results collect and transcribe the information by hand onto a pre-printed form. These
forms are then delivered to computer operators who are responsible for recording the
information in a software application specifically designed for the consolidation and
publication of results.
As the preliminary results of the election are received, consolidated results are published
on the website of the Electoral Office. On this platform, aggregated results are displayed at
the polling station and constituency levels. The preliminary results are provisional, pending
the final count.
c. Final Count
The final count is conducted by the Returning Officers the day after the poll, at locations
designated in the Notice of Grant of Poll. This process is conducted with the assistance of
the Election Clerks and in the presence of the candidates or their agents, observers and
electors from the respective constituencies. This is a manual process in which no
technology is involved.
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5. Election Results
Preliminary results were received at the Electoral Office following the close of poll on
Election Day. The Results Receiving Center released periodic updates of the information to
the press and general population through the Electoral Office’s official website, in order to
promote accountability and transparency.
At approximately 7:00 pm, high levels of network traffic generated by citizens accessing
election results, caused the results page of the Electoral Office website14 to crash. While this
hindered the efficient delivery of preliminary poll results, the Electoral Office was able to
resolve the issue by reporting results continuously thereafter through its local servers and
the media. This allowed information to be delivered to the general population.
By 9:00 pm on election night 100% of the results had been received and published.
Preliminary results received by the Electoral Office initially gave the Dominica Labour
Party (DLP) seventeen seats and the United Workers Party (UWP) four seats.
Inconsistencies were subsequently detected in the preliminary results for the
constituencies of Castle Bruce and Marigot, as a result of incorrectly logged data. The
Electoral Office reviewed and corrected the results the next day, which changed the seat
allocation to eighteen seats for the DLP and three seats for the UWP.
Table 1: Variation in Preliminary Results
Initial Prelim. Final Prelim.
Constituency
Candidates
Party
Results
Results
Difference
(06/12/2019) (07/12/2019)
Castle Bruce Octavia Alfred
DLP
805
821
+ 16
Ernie Jno-Finn
UWP
818
802
- 10
Marigot
Gregory Riviere DLP
423
269
-269
Lennox Linton
UWP
728
882
+ 154
Source: Compiled by OAS with data from the Electoral Office of Dominica
a. Final Count
For the 2019 General Elections, 40,762 eligible voters cast ballots. Of the 40,067 valid votes
cast, 23,643 (59.01%) were for the Dominica Labour Party (DLP) and 16,424 (40.99%)
were for the United Workers Party (UWP) – a difference of 7,219 votes.
These results gave the Dominica Labour Party (DLP) eighteen of the twenty-one seats in
the House of Assembly.

14

http://electoraloffice.gov.dm/election2019/
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The tables and graphs below illustrate the results of the electoral process.
Table 2: Results of the 2019 General Elections
Invalid
Votes

Constituencies

DLP

UWP

Valid Votes

Castle Bruce

842

808

1,650

37

DLP

Colihaut

677

185

862

4

DLP

Cottage

948

336

1,284

15

DLP

Grand Bay

1,532

211

1,743

29

DLP

La Plaine

742

665

1,407

24

DLP

2,191

1,865

4,056

46

DLP

269

882

1,151

13

UWP

Mahaut

Winner

Marigot
Morne Jaune
/Riviere Cyrique
Paix Bouche

601

541

1,142

17

DLP

1,138

202

1,340

61

DLP

Petite Savanne

1,192

501

1,693

24

DLP

Portsmouth

1,253

369

1,622

37

DLP

Roseau Central

1,063

870

1,933

21

DLP

Roseau North

1,638

2,134

3,772

86

UWP

Roseau South

2,194

1,938

4,132

38

DLP

Roseau Valley

1,118

768

1,886

62

DLP

534

866

1,400

22

UWP

Salybia

1,081

816

1,897

32

DLP

St. Joseph

1,324

877

2,201

13

DLP

Soufriere

1,352

602

1,954

56

DLP

Vieille Case

1,095

229

1,324

36

DLP

859

759

1,618

22

DLP

40,067

695

Salisbury

Wesley

Total Votes Cast
23,643
16,424
Source: Electoral Office of Dominica
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Figure 1: Number of Seats won by Party
Dominica Elections 2019: Seats won by Party
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Figure 2: Distribution of Ballots
Dominica Elections 2019
Vote Distribution
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Figure 3: Distribution of Ballots by Constituency
Vote Distribution by Constituency
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6. Recommendations
Dominica’s electoral process is conducted in a largely manual fashion, with limited
technology applications included in the processes for the transmission, tabulation and
publication of election results. The Mission recommends the following technology solutions
that will support the modernization and enhancement of the electoral system in Dominica.
Voters’ Registration and Identification
 Consider modernizing registration processes by digitizing registration procedures and
implementing biometric voters’ cards, which include citizens’ personal data, photo, the
administrative information required for voting and enhanced security features. These
steps will allow authorities to improve efficiency and security and reduce the level of
human error.
 Consider introducing an automated database, accessible by the Electoral Office, the Civil
Registry and the Immigration Division to assist in developing mechanisms to verify the
information provided by the elector at the moment of registration.
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Electoral Management System
 Establish a help desk management system to control the delivery of electoral materials,
monitor and control the opening and closing of the polls and provide information to
support electoral workers.
Results Transmission
 Establish a computerized results transmission system that will enhance quality control
and ensure greater security at the preliminary results stage. Such a system would
decrease human influence on the electoral results, thus avoiding intentional or
accidental errors. The system could include an option for scanning and transmitting the
Statements of Poll, so that Returning Officers may gather, tabulate and transmit the
electoral results to the Electoral Office.
 Consider the implementation of a central computerized results receiving center, to
which election results summaries would be periodically sent via telecommunication
lines from all the constituencies across the country.
 In considering the adoption of a technology solution the Electoral Office should conduct
a comprehensive feasibility study to assess the actual cost of ownership, operation,
upgrades and training for staff of the Electoral Office. Any new technology should be
implemented gradually in order to allow all stakeholders sufficient time to understand
and adapt to the new methods.
Tabulation System
 Include a verification or quality control phase in the computer application utilized to
aggregate and tabulate election results in order to ensure the accuracy of the
information entered by the operators and minimize the risks of tampering.
Publication of Electoral Results
 In order to improve the transmission of preliminary results to citizens after the polls,
identify and test a new methodology and platform for the publication of preliminary
results that can handle high levels of simultaneous requests.
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iii.

ELECTORAL REGISTRIES

1. Introduction
The registration of voters is a central feature of the electoral process. Well-designed and
executed voter registration procedures ensure that all eligible persons are able to register
to vote, while ineligible persons are deprived of an opportunity to do so. The integrity of
the Voters’ List is also one of the basic principles on which the legitimacy of an election
rests. It is important that the Voters’ List be widely accepted by political stakeholders, civil
society and the general public and is seen as equitable, transparent, comprehensive and
accurate. The framework and processes that define the registration of the electorate must
therefore be fair and honest, free from political influence and insulated from any
manipulation or intimidation.
For the December 6, 2019 General Elections in Dominica, some stakeholders expressed
concerns about the Voters’ List. While the World Bank estimated the total population of
Dominica in 2019 at just under 72,000 persons15, the elections were held with a Voters’ List
comprising 74,895 electors. Voter turnout was 54% or 40,067 people.
2. Political and Legal Framework
Dominica is a parliamentary democracy with a non-executive President. It has a unicameral
House of Assembly consisting of thirty members, in addition to the Speaker of the House
and the Attorney General. Twenty-one members of the House are elected directly and nine
Senators are appointed by the President - five on the advice of the Prime Minister and four
on the advice of the Leader of the Opposition. The President is nominated by the Prime
Minister and Leader of the Opposition and elected by the House of Assembly for not more
than two terms of five years each. Elections are held every five years, however, the Prime
Minister has discretion under the country’s Constitution to call elections earlier.
The legal framework for the 2019 elections in Dominica was provided by the following
laws:
i.
ii.
iii.

Constitution of the Commonwealth of Dominica;
Registration of Electors Act, Chapter 2:03 of the laws of Dominica, and its
amendments;
House of Assembly (Elections Act), Chapter 2:01 of the laws of Dominica, and its
amendments.

3. Registration of Voters
In Dominica, the registration of electors has been implemented through a continuous
registration process since 1979. The authorities responsible for voter registration and the
features of the process are defined below.
15

World Bank, https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.POP.TOTL?locations=DM
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a. Authorities
Sections 56 and 38 (1-6) of the Constitution of The Commonwealth of Dominica provide for
the establishment and composition of an Electoral Commission which is responsible for the
registration of voters, as well as the organization and conduct of elections and referenda.
Section 38 also provides for the appointment of a Chief Elections Officer (CEO), who is
mandated to assist the Commission with the registration of electors and the holding of
elections.
The CEO, in undertaking his responsibilities, is tasked with supervising Registering Officers
and their assistants, Returning Officers, Election Clerks, Presiding Officers, Poll Clerks and
all other officers required under this section. The Constitution provides for the creation of
laws and regulations to guide the electoral process, and protects the CEO from the direction
and control of any person or authority.
b. Registration of Electors
Sections 5 and 7 of the Registration of Electors Act outline, respectively, the qualifications
for registration in order to be included on the Voters’ List and the conditions under which
an elector can be removed from the List. The remaining sections of the Act detail the roles
and duties of the responsible officials and the procedures applicable for inclusion in the
Voters’ List.
According to Section 5 (1), a person is qualified to be registered as an elector for a polling
district if he or she:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Is a citizen of the Commonwealth of Dominica; or
Is a Commonwealth citizen who has resided in Dominica for a period of twelve
months immediately before the qualifying date; and
Is eighteen years of age or over; and
Has resided in that polling district for a continuous period of at least three months
immediately preceding the date of registration; but in the case of a person who has
attained the age of eighteen years within the period of three months immediately
preceding the date of his registration, no such residence qualification shall be
required.

An elector can only be registered in one polling district, and remains registered there, even
if he/she no longer resides there, until he/she has become qualified to be registered as an
elector in another polling district (Section 5 (3)).
Section 7 of the Registration of Electors Act defines the right of electors to remain
registered in Dominica. It provides that a person shall remain registered unless and until
his/her name is deleted from the register because:
i.

He has died;
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ii. An objection to his registration has been allowed;
iii. He has been absent from Dominica for a period exceeding five years; or
iv. He has become disqualified for registration as an elector under this Act or any other
written law imposing disqualifications for registration as an elector.
The process of registering electors requires Registering Officers, Assistant Registering
Officers and Enumerators to accept claims from qualified persons, whose names do not
appear on the Preliminary Voters’ List, which is published annually in September, and the
Final Voters’ List which is published in November. Prior to the publication of both lists, the
Chief Elections Officer, acting in consultation with the Registering Officers, processes
completed Notice of Claim forms (Form 3 - see sample below). The Voters’ List is then
updated by adding new registrations and deleting electors who no longer qualify to remain
on the List in keeping with the provisions of Section 7 of the Act. A period is then declared
for claims and objections.
In its analysis of the Registration of Electors Act and its Regulations, the Mission discerned
several limitations in the process of registration. First, the Notice of Claim - Form 3 (see
Figure 1, below) presented by persons when they apply to be registered, gathers very
limited information. Applicants only need to provide their full name, place of residence,
occupation and date of birth. Further, according to the Instruction to Registering Officers
Handbook (page 29, 6a and 6b), it is not mandatory for Registering Officers to request,
review or retain copies of the proof of identity and citizenship of applicants. In this regard,
the Mission was informed that Section 3 of the Notice of Claim form, which provides for
certification of the registration application by a registered elector residing in the same
polling district as the applicant, is no longer used. The Mission noted that there are no
procedures for guiding the day-to-day activities of the Registering Officers as they execute
their responsibilities.
4. The Voters’ List
Dominica has implemented a continuous registration process since 1979. Section 11 of the
Registration of Electors Act provides for the Voters’ List to be revised and published
annually. In updating the List, Claims granted (new registrations) are added to the base list,
and electors who no longer qualify to remain on the Voters’ List are removed.
The Mission noted several factors that do not allow the consistent cleansing of the Voters’
List in Dominica. These include:


While Claims granted are executed consistently, the removal of electors from the
List is rarely carried out.



The existing legislation does not provide for the Voters’ List to be verified
periodically in order to address anomalies inherent in the continuous registration
Process. Further, there is no provision for a Full House to House Enumeration
Exercise to periodically replace the Voters’ List in existence.
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Registering Officers do not have fixed official offices in the twenty-one
constituencies and are required to operate from their homes.
The requisite statutory legislation is not comprehensively enforced.
The limited human and technical resources at the Electoral Office hinder the ability
of that office to effectively deliver its responsibilities.

Figure 1: Form 3 - Notice of Claim
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As a result, the Voters’ List, which has been in existence since the commencement of
continuous registration in 197916, has seen a continuous, abnormal growth of its elector
total. The Final Voters’ List used in the December 6, 2019 General Elections had a total of
74,895 electors – more than the estimated 2019 population of Dominica of 72,000
persons.17.
In the Mission’s engagements prior to the elections, stakeholders also shared multiple
complaints regarding the Voters’ List. Of particular concern was the size of the List, the
inclusion of the names of deceased electors and the continued presence of the names of
Dominicans who may have resided outside of the country in excess of five years and who
might nevertheless seek to cast a ballot. The Mission also heard concerns about the absence
of Voter Identification Cards and the potential for election malpractices resulting from the
confluence of these factors. As a result stakeholders were of the view that the Voters’ List
was compromised and should be subjected to rigorous review, along with other electoral
reforms, before any election was held.
The Mission noted that efforts were made by the Government to address the concerns of
stakeholders. Technical support from the Commonwealth Secretariat (2017) and by a Joint
CARICOM-Commonwealth-OAS Mission (2019) resulted in recommendations for updating
the Voters’ List and ensuring a more rigorous process of voter identification at polling
stations on Election Day. The Mission was informed that these recommendations were not
implemented.
The flaws of the current process, which are rooted in forty years of inadequate
management of the continuous registration Process, include the following factors:
a. Non-Removal of Dead Electors from the Voters’ List
Section 17 of the Registration of Electors Regulation, mandates the Registrar of Births and
Deaths to provide the CEO, annually, with a list of persons who are 18 years and older who
have died within Dominica.
From discussions between the Mission and the CEO, it was clear that this requirement was
not consistently followed by the Registrar’s Office. Whenever the information was
provided, the data was insufficient to allow the Registering Officers to associate the data
provided with names on the Voters’ List to effect the removal. Additionally, administrative
procedures are not in place to ensure that the Registering Officers investigate and submit
reports on the list of persons received from the Registrar. This process is left to the
discretion of the Registering Officers.

16
17

See Section 28 (1) of the Registration of Electors Act
World Bank. https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.POP.TOTL?locations=DM
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b. Electors Absent from Dominica in Excess of Five Years
Section 5 (c) of the Registration of Electors Act, mandates the Chief Election Officer to
remove from the Voters’ List electors who have been residing outside of Dominica for a
period exceeding five years.
Nonetheless, information received from the CEO indicates that this provision of the
legislation is not being followed. His recollection is that this was never accomplished by
past CEOs. In a telephone conversation with the Chief Immigration Officer (CIO), the
Mission was informed that the CIO and his department would be unable to provide the CEO
with any information on Dominicans residing outside of the island in excess of five years.
c. Objections to Registration
The Final Voters’ List for the December 6, 2019 General Elections comprised of the
Preliminary Voters’ List, published on September 30, 2019 and over 2,400 new applicants
who filed their Claims between the publication of the Preliminary List and the issuance of
the Writ of Elections on November 6, 2019.
Over 1,200 objections to names on the Voters’ List were submitted by opposition parties
and citizens. The Mission heard complaints by some stakeholders that the Electoral Office
did not process all of the objections received prior to the poll. In seeking clarifications on
the issue from the Electoral Office the Mission was advised that under Article 40 of the
Registration of Electors Act, the register of electors is “closed to amendments on the day on
which notice of an election is given”. Those objections submitted following issuance of the
Writ of Elections could not therefore be processed.
d. Electors Requesting Transfers
In order to transfer registration from one polling district to another, an elector must notify
the Chief Elections Officer by completing Form 16 - Notice of Change of Residence (see
Figure 2, below). The Mission noted that Form 16 collects insufficient demographic data
from electors, which could potentially hamper a proper identification and verification
exercise undertaken by the CEO and Registering Officers.
Furthermore, the Registration of Electors Act and its Regulations do not mandate
Registering Officers to conduct random residence verification of all applicants. Such a
requirement would ensure that the addresses applicants provide at registration are valid
and ones for which the applicants are entitled to register to vote. In discussions with the
electoral authorities, the Mission was advised that Registering Officers may conduct visits
to applicants’ residences as part of an investigation. However, operational procedures and
guidelines do not make such visits mandatory.
People change their addresses all of the time. It is therefore important that electoral
authorities implement procedures and guidelines to track requests for registration
transfers in order to ensure that the requests are genuine. An authority should at all times
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be able to monitor, by constituency, the number of electors requesting transfers, the
constituencies in which they were originally registered and the constituencies and
addresses where the requests were made. The Mission noted that the electoral authority of
Dominica was unable to confirm that transfers were being monitored. The number of
transfer requests granted on the final Voters’ List used in the General Election was also not
known.
5. Delineation of Constituency Boundaries
Sections 56 and 57 of the Constitution of the Commonwealth of Dominica establish and
define the responsibilities of a Constituency Boundaries Commission. Section 57 (1 & 2) of
the Constitution mandates the Boundaries Commission to submit a Boundaries Report to
the President every two to five years with recommendations on the number of
constituencies into which Dominica should be divided. In addition, Schedule 2 to the
Constitution outlines the factors the Boundaries Commission must take into account when
reviewing constituency boundaries.
Figure 2: Form 16 - Notice of Change of Residence
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The Mission was advised by the electoral authorities that the constituency boundaries have
not changed since 1975 and were last reviewed over twenty years ago. A review of the
elector totals across the constituencies clearly highlight the need for a more equitable redistribution, to account for the growth of the population and the expansion of Towns and
Villages and to ensure better parliamentary representation.
In reviewing documentation related to the delineation of constituency boundaries, the
Mission noted that the constituency boundary descriptions were vague and lacked
contiguity. They were also void of permanent geographic markers, which would clearly
identify and prevent the overlap of boundaries (See Figure 3, below).
Accurate and precise constituency and polling division boundaries are critical to ensure
that electors are registered in the correct constituencies and polling divisions - especially in
areas where the constituencies share boundaries. Weaknesses in boundary definitions also
have the potential to negatively affect the claims and objections process.
Figure 3: Sample of Constituency Boundary Descriptions

Source: Electoral Office of Dominica,
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6. Observations related to the Voters’ List on Election Day
On Election Day, the Mission sought to verify whether any issues identified with respect to
the Voters’ List were reflected in the conduct of the electoral process. The following
observations were made:
a. Identification of Electors
During its pre-electoral discussions, several stakeholders with whom the Mission engaged,
argued that Voter ID cards were not required, as electoral officials were generally familiar
with the persons living in their constituencies.
On Election Day however, the Mission noted that while the Presiding Officers and Poll
Clerks were competent and knowledgeable and, with few exceptions, carried out their
responsibilities according to the law, they were not familiar with all of the electors at their
polling stations. They were also unable to associate the names on the Voters’ List with
particular electors. This reinforced the point that tools other than the Voters’ List, such as
photographs and biometric registries, are required to assist in the correct identification of
electors.
b. Transfer Certificates for Presiding Officers and Poll Clerks
The use of Transfer Certificates to allow electors to vote closer to their place of work is a
common electoral practice, however robust procedures and guidelines are needed to
regulate this process in order to guard against possible abuse.
On Election Day the Mission encountered several Presiding Officers and Poll Clerks who
had received Transfer Certificates in order to vote at the polling stations to which they
were assigned. The certificates were correctly completed and signed by the Returning
Officers, however the Mission identified some areas of concern in this process:


Some Transfer Certificates had been signed by the Returning Officer the day before
the election. This would have left insufficient time for the Returning Officers to
inform candidates, and for candidates to inform their Indoor Agents, prior to the
poll.



The names of the transferred electors were not added to the Voters’ Lists posted at
the polling stations.



In the case of two Poll Clerks who had received Transfer Certificates, while the
Presiding Officers at their original polling stations were aware of the transfers, no
line had been drawn through their names on the Voters’ List.
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7. Findings and Recommendations
For the December 6, 2019 General Elections, the Mission found that electoral
administrators at all levels were competent and professional in the execution of their
duties and adhered to the procedures and guidelines which were in force. Several areas of
concern and weaknesses identified by the Mission however have the potential to impact
the credibility and acceptance of the Voters’ List and the outcome of elections. To address
these areas of concern, the Mission therefore recommends:
Registration of Electors
 Amend the Registration of Electors Regulations to make it mandatory for Registering
Officers to request proof of identity and citizenship (birth certificates, passports, etc.)
from applicants. The documents provided must be digitized and a copy attached to the
application form.
 Amend the House of Assembly (Elections Act) and Regulations to allow for personal
demographic information, including a photograph, to be collected from electors and
utilized to verify voter identity at polling stations, including through the use of a Picture
Voters’ List.
 Review and amend the Elector Registration Act and Regulations to ensure that
Registering Officers conduct their responsibilities uniformly.
Claims and Objections
 Review and discuss a suitable timeline that is adequate to update and publish the
Preliminary Voters’ List and conduct the Claims and Objection Process. This timeline
relates particularly to years in which General Elections are announced and the Writ of
Elections issued by the President. Once the timeline is agreed, amend the Registration
of Electors and House of Assembly (Elections) Acts to ensure there is adequate time for
stakeholders to meet deadlines and fulfill all statutory requirements in the publication
of the Final Voters’ List.
 Establish periodic timelines for the re-verification of the Voters’ List.
Update the Voters’ List
 Review and amend Section 28 of the Registration of Electors Act to provide for the
conduct of a Full House to House Enumeration Exercise to replace the existing Voters’
List. Thereafter establish periodic timelines for the re-verification of the Voters’ List.
 Conduct an audit of the Electoral Office to determine the optimal human and other
resources required for its effective operations.
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 Provide adequate funding to establish, in each constituency or group of constituencies,
permanent offices for Registering Officers and Returning Officers with full time staff
and with the necessary equipment and supplies.
 Computerize the operations of the Electoral Office.
Verification of Applicant’s Residences
 Amend the Registration of Electors Act and Regulations to make it mandatory for
Registering Officers to conduct residence verification of applicants and develop
administrative procedures to create new forms to be used by Registering Officers when
conducting residence verification.
Removal of dead electors from the Voters’ List
 Strengthen coordination between the Electoral Office and the Registrar of Births and
Deaths in order to enhance mechanisms for the provision of information on persons
who have died in Dominica.
 Establish uniform procedures and guidelines to collect information on deceased
electors in order to guide operation of Registering Officers.
 Identify other key stakeholders who can provide information on persons who have died
since 1979.
 Include the Birth Registration Number as a Unique Identifier in the registration process.
The Electoral Commission should include a field on the registration form to collect this
information at registration.
Electors absent from Dominica in excess of years
 Implement systems and procedures that allow the authorities to capture, collate ad
provide information on electors who have been absent from Dominica in excess of five
years.
Transfer Requests
 Amend the Registration of Electors Regulations to introduce robust procedures to
regulate transfer requests.
Identification of electors in the polling stations
 Print and issue Voter Identification Cards to electors for use in the polling stations.
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 Provide identification tools for Presiding Officers to assist with the identification of
electors.
 Provide Presiding Officers with folders containing the personal demographic
information of electors, so they can review the photographs and determine if the elector
present in the polling station is the same person on the Voters’ List.
Delineation of Constituency Boundaries
 Government should consider strengthening Parliament's rules and procedures to
ensure that the Boundaries Commission meets every two to five years and submits
reports to the President as required by the Constitution.
 The Boundaries Commission, in consultation with the Electoral Commission, should be
convened to review, rewrite and adjust existing constituency boundaries.
 The Boundaries and Electoral Commissions should consider incorporating the use of
Geographic Information Technology (GIS) in mapping constituency boundaries.
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iv.

ELECTORAL JUSTICE

1. Introduction
Electoral Justice may be defined as a series of protective means and mechanisms designed
to uphold the principles of free, fair and legitimate elections, as well as safeguard the
political-electoral rights of all people.18 It consists of two broad components: (1)
guaranteeing that the electoral process operates in accordance with law, including
international standards; and (2) ensuring that there are fair mechanisms for restoring
electoral rights when they may have been violated.
Electoral justice is more than the general legalities in the country; it provides citizens with
an environment in which they are not only able to exercise their electoral rights, but also
believe and feel that they are able to do so. It offers guarantees to all actors involved in the
electoral process, ensuring adherence to the principles of constitutionality and legality, that
is - respect for the norms established in the constitutional and legal frameworks of the
country.
In Dominica, as in other democracies, electoral justice plays an important role in ensuring
the stability of the political system and adherence to the legal framework, and thus also
contributes to the consolidation of democratic governance. The Constitution and the House
of Assembly (Elections) Act Chap 2:01 of Dominica are the bedrock of the essential
constitutional and statutory framework which governs the holding of elections in Dominica
and provide the basis of electoral justice.
This report analyzes the system for electoral dispute resolution in Dominica which includes
the processes for filing complaints, providing evidence and ensuring resolution by the
competent judicial organ, and whether they function in accordance with all technicaljuridical requirements. It also presents several recommendations that will help to enhance
the country’s electoral dispute resolution mechanisms.
2. Pre-Electoral Legal Context in Dominica
On November 6, 2019, the President of Dominica dissolved Parliament and issued the
required Writs of Election. Nomination Day was scheduled for November 19, 2019, with
General Elections set for December 6, 2019.
On Nomination Day, the two parties contesting the election, the Dominica Labour Party
(DLP) which had held office since 2000 and the opposition United Workers Party (UWP),
each nominated one candidate in each of the twenty-one (21) constituencies of Dominica.
There were no independent candidates.

18

Jesús Orozco-Henríquez, José de Jesús. (2013). Electoral Justice: IDEA International Manual, ed. IDEA
International, et al
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On November 26, 2019, seven citizens of Dominica, led by Mr. Loftus Durand, president of
the Concerned Citizens Movement, an electoral reform lobby group, filed with the High
Court of Dominica, a without-notice application for leave to apply for judicial review and
intended constitutional motions, and for an injunction against the holding of general
elections on December 6, 2019 or on any date prior to February 5, 2020, unless several
conditions were met. These conditions included:
i.

Compliance with the procedure for holding elections, as outlined in the House of
Assembly Act;
Verification of the voters’ list and removal of the names of ineligible voters;
Disposal of all objections filed on or before November 19, 2019, or within the
pertinent timeframe, in accordance with the law;
Issuance of Voter ID cards to eligible voters only.

ii.
iii.
iv.

The applicants also sought an injunction requiring the state-owned Dominica Broadcasting
Corporation to provide equal access and treatment to all political parties and candidates in
the upcoming general elections.
The case, Loftus Durand v President of The Commonwealth of Dominica Charles A. Savarin,
was listed to be heard before High Court Judge, the Honourable Bernie Stephenson. Along
with their application for judicial review, the applicants had also filed an application on
November 26, seeking the recusal of Justice Stephenson, alleging that she was biased
against the applicants and in favour of the respondents. This application was however
refused and a hearing on the jurisdiction of the Court took place on December 2, 2019. On
December 3, 2019, Justice Stephenson ruled that the Court did not have the jurisdiction to
grant the injunction and dismissed the application. She stated that once the Parliament had
been dissolved and the date of elections set, the Court could not “intrude” on an election.
She advised that the applicants might have legitimate concerns, which could be entertained
by the court, but these concerns would be properly addressed through an election petition
after the elections were held.
The following day, December 4, the applicants filed an appeal before the Eastern Caribbean
Supreme Court, seeking the injunction to prevent the general elections from taking place.
The appeal was heard on December 5, 2019 and denied. The elections were held on
December 6, 2019.
3. Legal Framework for Electoral Justice in Dominica
Several international legal treaties to which Dominica is a party guarantee the full exercise
of political rights and provide legal and technical guarantees for their adequate protection.
These include:




The Universal Declaration of Human Rights (Article 8);
The American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man (Article XVIII);
The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (Article 3);
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General Comment 25 adopted by the Human Rights Committee of the United
Nations (UN), the Right to Participate in Public Affairs, Voting Rights, and the Right
to Equal Access to Public Service (Article 25, ICCPR, 1996); and
The Inter-American Democratic Charter (Article 8 (1)).

Within Dominica, electoral rights are enshrined in the country’s supreme law, the
Constitution. The Constitution provides the framework for democracy and the practice of
its principles, including the right to freedom of assembly and freedom of expression. The
Constitution of Dominica also provides the right to a fair hearing, the right against nondiscrimination on the basis of political affiliation and protection of the law, which are the
bases of electoral justice. Some of the electoral justice principles in the Caribbean also stem
from case law. The Courts of the Eastern Caribbean have identified the right to vote and the
ability to stand for election as being part of the very fabric of the parliamentary system of
democracy and a constitutional right.19
Other fundamental legal instruments guiding Dominica’s electoral system are the House of
Assembly (Elections) Act Chap 2:01, the Registration of Electors Act, Chap 2:02, and the
Supreme Court Act.
Section 40 of the Constitution of Dominica provides the High Court with jurisdiction to hear
and determine any question on whether any person has been validly elected as a
Representative or Senator. Pursuant to the Constitution, Section 65 of the House of
Assembly (Elections) Act Chap 2:01 grants the High Court the jurisdiction to determine an
election petition. Further, section 66 of the House of Assembly (Elections) Act provides that
every election petition shall be tried before the High Court before a judge of the High Court.
At the conclusion of the trial, the Judge determines whether the member of the House of
Assembly was duly returned or elected, or whether the election was void, and shall certify
the determination to the President of Dominica. The trial judge’s determination is final and
the return shall be confirmed or altered, or a writ for a new election could be ordered.
Section 40 of the Constitution also provides for an appeal from a final decision of the High
Court sitting in an election petition. An appeal lies as of right to the Eastern Caribbean
Court of Appeal from any final decision of the High Court in an election petition. The
Constitution goes on to provide that no appeal is allowed from any decision of the Eastern
Caribbean Court of Appeal in relation to an election petition.
In some cases, a person could seek judicial review, or file a constitutional motion, either
before, during or after the election, depending on the wrong done and the relief sought. The
Courts have held that “the Supreme Court is the guardian of the Constitution, consequently
it is not only within its competence but also its right and duty to make binding declarations,
if and whenever warranted, that an enactment or actions of the state are ultra vires and
therefore void.20
19
20

Quinn-Leandro v Jonas (2010) 78 WIR 216
Collymore v Attorney-General of Trinidad and Tobago (1969) 15 WIR 229
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There is however a clear distinction between the election jurisdiction of the Court created
by parliament by a law intended to determine election matters, and the jurisdiction of the
Court under the Constitution to determine constitutional issues. Very different rules apply
in the election jurisdiction than do within the constitutional or ordinary civil jurisdiction of
the court. Election petitions are considered of a special nature and so where the challenge
relates to the outcome of the election then the Court tends to hold that the applicant should
file an election petition to challenge his opponent’s election.
A plethora of cases decided over the years in the courts in Dominica, as in other parts of the
Eastern Caribbean, have consistently held that the legal framework for challenging an
election provides a comprehensive and exclusive statutory scheme, with mandatory
procedural rules for challenging the validity of an election or the return of a candidate as
the elected representative in an election.
4. Independent and Impartial Court
An important criterion for any electoral justice system is the credibility of its judicial
system, which is tasked to resolve conflicts. This credibility is based on the impartial nature
of the court system, which should be independent of political or partisan interests. The
independence of the judiciary underpins the rule of law and is essential to the functioning
of democracy and the observance of human rights.
a. The Court System in Dominica
The High Court of the Eastern Caribbean Supreme Court (ECSC) was established in 1967 by
the Supreme Court Order (Statutory Instrument 223 of 1967) and incorporated into the
laws of Dominica as Supreme Court Order, Chapter 4:01. The ECSC, headquartered in St.
Lucia, is the superior court of record for the six independent OECS states21, including
Dominica, and three British Overseas Territories22. The Supreme Court consists of the
Court of Appeal and High Court of Justice. The Court of Appeal is comprised of the Chief
Justice and the Justices of Appeal; and the High Court is comprised of the Chief Justice and
such number of High Court Judges as provided for by law.23
The Court of Appeal is itinerant, traveling to each Member State and Territory, where it sits
at various specified dates during the year to hear appeals from the decisions of the High
Court and Magistrates Courts in Member States in both civil and criminal matters. Each
Member Territory has its own High Court which in addition to the High Court Registry
houses the Office of the local High Court Judge. The Chief Justice must assign a High Court
Judge to each State who shall reside in that State.24 Dominica is no different and its High
21
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Court has two judges, one sitting in the criminal jurisdiction and the other in the civil
jurisdiction.
b. Appointment of Judges
The Chief Justice is appointed by the Head of State by Letters Patent while the Justices of
Appeal and the High Court Judges are appointed by the Judicial and Legal Services
Commission on behalf of the Head of State.25
To qualify for appointment as a High Court Judge, a person must be or have been a Judge of
a court of unlimited jurisdiction in civil and criminal matters in some part of the
Commonwealth, or a court having jurisdiction in appeals from such a court, or a person
who is qualified to practice as an advocate in such a court and has so practiced for an
aggregate of at least ten years.26
To qualify for appointment as a Justice of Appeal or Chief Justice, a person must be or have
been a judge of a court of unlimited jurisdiction in civil and criminal matters in some part
of the Commonwealth, or a court having jurisdiction in appeals from such a court for an
aggregate of at least five years, or a person who is qualified to practice as an advocate in
such a court and has practiced for an aggregate of at least fifteen years.27
The Judicial and Legal Services Commission (JLSC) which is responsible for appointment of
Judges in the Eastern Caribbean consists of the following persons: The Chief Justice, who
serves as the Chairperson; a Justice of Appeal or Puisne Judge designated by the Chief
Justice; a former Judge (who is not a practicing advocate before the Supreme Court)
appointed by the Chief Justice with the concurrence of at least four Prime Ministers, and
two ex-officio members being persons discharging the functions of the Chairperson of the
Public Service Commissions of two States, being States for the time being designated in that
behalf by the Chief Justice. The State who’s Public Service Commission will be represented
on the Judicial and Legal Services Commission is determined on a rotation basis as follows:
(i) Antigua and Dominica (ii) Grenada and Saint Christopher and Nevis (iii) Saint Lucia and
Saint Vincent and the Grenadines.
Vacancies in the JLSC are normally filled through a public, competitive process and
appointed members serve for a period of three years. Decisions made by the Commission
may be challenged by way of an application for Judicial Review before the Court. 28 There is
general acceptance that the mere fact that the executive participates in the judicial
appointments process is not necessarily inconsistent with judicial independence.29
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c. Security of Tenure of Judges
A Justice of Appeal holds office until he attains the age of sixty-five years; a High Court
judge, until the age of sixty-two years. The JLSC, acting with the concurrence of Heads of
Government of all the States, may permit a Judge to continue in his office for a period not
exceeding three years.
Judges cannot be removed except for good cause. Good cause is defined in the Supreme
Court Order as the inability to discharge the functions of their office whether due to
infirmity of the body or mind or any other cause or for misbehaviour. 30 The Courts have
held that the independence of the judiciary requires that a judge should never be removed
without good cause and that the question of removal be determined by an appropriate
independent and impartial tribunal.31
The Chief Justice can only be removed from office by order of Her Majesty, while other
judges of the Supreme Court can only be removed from office by order of the JLSC, if the
question of the removal from office has been referred to the Judicial Committee of the Privy
Council (the Privy Council) and the Privy Council has advised Her Majesty that the Chief
Justice or the Judge, ought to be removed from office for inability or misbehavior.
The standard for removal of a judge is a high one. The Privy Council has said: ‘While the
highest standards are expected of a judge, failure to meet those standards will not of itself
be enough to justify removal of a judge. So important is judicial independence that removal
of a judge can only be justified where the shortcomings of the judge are so serious as to
destroy confidence in the judge's ability properly to perform the judicial function.’ 32 In
considering the matter of conduct the Court will consider:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Has the judge’s conduct affected directly his ability to carry out the duties and
discharge the functions of his office?
Has that conduct adversely affected the perception of others as to his ability to carry
out those duties and discharge those functions?
Would it be perceived to be inimical to the due administration of justice if the judge
remains in office?
Has the office of the judge been brought into disrepute by the judge’s conduct?33

Inability to discharge functions was given a wide meaning to include a defect of character
and the effects of conduct reflecting that defect.34 The procedure for removal of a judge is
laid down in section 8 of the Supreme Court Order Chap 4:01:
30
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d. Financial Autonomy
The expenses of the ECSC which includes the remuneration of the judges, is borne by the
governments of the States in equal proportion and the sums paid by the government of any
State are charged to the Consolidated Fund of that State.35
The constitutions and laws relating to the judicial branch in Dominica enshrine the
principle of independence of the judiciary, and the system of administration of justice as a
whole is arranged in such a way that it guarantees the independence of the judicial branch.
It is however possible that the nature of the judiciary in Dominica, in so far as there are
only two High Court judges, one for criminal and one for civil proceedings, may impact the
perception of the independence of the judiciary, as was illustrated in Loftus Durand v
President of The Commonwealth of Dominica.
5. Access to Justice
All activities associated with the administration of elections are subject to judicial review if
challenged by a dissatisfied party. The legal framework in Dominica stipulates the means,
procedures, and persons authorized to challenge electoral activities, and places limits on
the timeframe in which this should be done.
Challenges that affect elections begin even before the election takes place. Complaints
against the registration process may not normally be brought in an election petition and
decisions of a Registration Officer during the process of the revision of the voters' lists are
appealable.
a. Voters’ List Challenges
The first step in an election is the voter’s list. Section 11 Registration of Electors Act Chap
2:03 provides that the Chief Registration Officer shall cause a register of voters to be
prepared and published for each constituency by September 30 each year. 36 The law also
makes provision for the preparation and publication of quarterly supplementary lists
comprising of new electors only.37
The Registration of Electors Act also provides that claims and objections to the names of
persons included in the register of voters and the monthly lists for a constituency shall be
determined in accordance with the regulations by the appropriate registration officer.
When a claim has been allowed, the registration officer shall transmit a record of his or her
determination to the Chief Registering Officer.38
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Regulations 32 through 37 of the Act provide a comprehensive scheme for the hearing and
determination of objections to names which have been included in the register. An
objection notice is published on publication of the preliminary register. This notice allows
the general public the opportunity to scrutinize the lists and make objections where
necessary and to bring to the attention of the Electoral Office or the registration officers in
the polling districts any discrepancies found therein. The Regulations also provide for the
hearing of Claims and Objections. By November 30 a final corrected list of electors is
published. The deadline for any challenge must be at least seven days after the publication
of the preliminary register.39
Section 12 (1) of the House of Assembly (Elections) Act gives the President the power to
issue writs for elections, under the Public Seal. Section 12 (2) requires that the date for
nomination be declared and mandates that the election be held not less than 15 days and
no more than 21 days from nomination day. Section 16(b) of the Registration of Electors
Act permits the removal of those ordered to be removed after an objection within 5 days of
the writs, this would not constitute an alteration of the Register, but the removal of names
from the Supplementary List by operation of law. Section 16(b) of the Act and Regulation
40 therefore, would not allow preparation of the register to be delayed, to permit for
hearing of objections filed after the writs were published.
The register of electors is closed to alterations on the date on which notice of an election is
given.40 Therefore once the election is proclaimed, the persons who are entitled to vote are
settled. The validity of the List is a separate question however, and that issue must be
raised before an election is proclaimed by the President.41
This was further elucidated by the Courts, which stated that “Where there is a legislative
regime, which provides a detailed procedure for registration and for the hearing of claims
and objections in relation to the electoral Register, the procedures set out in the legislation
must mean something. Candidates and political parties are expected to be ever vigilant. By
acting in accordance with the procedures which the regime provides, this would assist
elections officials to provide an accurate Register of the persons who are entitled to vote
according to law.”42
For the 2019 elections, the Voters’ List and procedures for removing electors from the
Voters’ List were of concern to many stakeholders and lay at the core of the legal challenge
filed before the election in Loftus Durand v President of The Commonwealth of Dominica.
The Mission was informed by the Electoral Commission that efforts had been made to
inform citizens on the different legitimate factors that came to bear on the Voters’ List,
including the fact that Dominican electoral laws provide for continuous registration and
establish strict procedures for the removal of electors from the list. The Electoral
Commission also advised that while procedures and deadlines for lodging objections were
39
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publicized, only some “Notices of Objections” were received to remove electors from the
List within the period required by the law. Those objections that were received after
expiration of the period, could not be processed.
During the course of an election a candidate or a candidate’s agent can also object to a
person who is on the list but not entitled to vote at the polling station. Section 39 House of
Assembly (Elections) Act Chap 2:01 ensures that all such objections are recorded by the
presiding officer, who’s determination shall be final, subject to reversal on the final count
by the returning officer or at an election petition.
The Courts have accepted the broad definition of ‘election’ giving the word ‘election’ not
only its meaning of the single election of a member to the House of Parliament, but the
wider meaning encompassing the process from the writ of election issued until return of
the writ. The Courts are of the view that that any challenge to any part of the election
process can only be conducted pursuant to an election petition and before an election
court. In Loftus Durand v President of The Commonwealth of Dominica both the High Court
and the Court of Appeal of the Eastern Caribbean held that since the writ was already
issued, the claimant’s claim was in the realm of an election petition and not judicial review
proceedings.
b. Legitimation
As previously indicated a challenge may be brought at different stages: before, during, and
after the election. A person may bring a challenge to the registration process by filing an
appeal to the High Court. Alternatively, they may file a claim, seek judicial review, or file a
constitutional motion, either before, during or after the election, depending on the wrong
done and the relief sought.
In Dominica like the Eastern Caribbean, the filing of an election petition after the election
has concluded is the standard procedure for challenging the candidacy or election of a
candidate who it is alleged was wrongfully elected. The jurisdiction to regulate
membership in parliament is, in the constitutional theory of the separation of powers,
vested in parliament itself. The court has previously held that it has no place in determining
the validity of the election of a member of the House, except to the extent that parliament
has delegated that power to the court.
In Dominica, the courts regard the election jurisdiction as different from the civil or purely
constitutional jurisdiction of the court. The Courts have held, for example, that whereas the
constitutional jurisdiction is available to any person with a relevant interest, the
parliamentary or election jurisdiction is available only to the Attorney General and
candidates and voters. Further, whereas the constitutional jurisdiction is regulated by
procedural rules made by the Chief Justice, the parliamentary or election jurisdiction is
regulated by laws made by Parliament pursuant to constitutional power. Elections
legislation was considered to have been enacted to regulate election litigation proceedings,
which legislation brought certain restrictions.
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c. Formal requirements
The Constitution, elections statutes and the applicable case law require an election petition
to be presented within a specified timeframe, in a particular manner, and to provide
specific information. At the conclusion of the trial the judge must determine whether the
person elected was in fact duly elected or whether the election is void. The court has power
to declare some other person elected.
The rules governing the presentment of an election petition and its trial are onerous and
restrictive. The public policy behind this stance is the need to ensure that there is no delay
in determining who the persons are who are entitled to form the government immediately
after elections have ended. A challenge to an unfair election is permitted, but it must be
prosecuted within strict guidelines and timetables.
The Petition can only be brought by either (i) a person who voted or had a right to vote at
the election; (ii) a person claiming to have had a right to be returned at the election; (iii) a
person alleging himself to have been a candidate at the election or (iv) the Attorney
General.43
Section 68(1)(a) of the Dominica House of Assembly (Elections) Act provides that an
election petition shall be presented within 21 days after the return made by the Returning
Officer. This section only extends the period of time for filing and serving an election
petition to 28 days where corrupt practices are alleged. This extension of time recognises
the inevitable difficulty faced by a petitioner in collecting evidence of corrupt practices.
Failure to file and serve the petition within the statutory period of 21 days, or 28 days
where applicable, is considered fatal to the petition.
In Dominica, there are election Petition Rules which provide the procedural requirements
for an election petition.44 These Rules were made by the Chief Justice under section 68(2)
of the House of Assembly (Elections) Act, Chap. 2:01 and provide a detailed and modern
code to guide political candidates and lawyers in filing a petition including, inter alia, the
required contents of the petition; the requirement for the Registrar to publish notice of the
petition; the circumstances in which a petition may be amended or withdrawn; and how to
consolidate several petitions relating to the same election. The introduction of these
modern election petition rules improves on the pre-existing framework in the Eastern
Caribbean concerning the correct rules to apply to election petitions.
The petition must be set out in the form prescribed and signed by the petitioner(s); state
the right of the petitioner to petition within section 65 of the Act; state the date and result
of the election to which the petition relates; state the grounds on which relief is sought,
setting out with sufficient particularity the facts relied on to sustain the prayer, but not the
evidence by which they are to be proved; be divided into consecutively numbered
paragraphs, each of which, as much as possible, confined to a distinct portion of the subject;
43
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and conclude with a prayer, setting out particulars of the relief sought as for instance, that a
specified person should be declared duly returned or elected, or that the election should be
declared void, or that a return may be enforced.
The petitioner is also required to provide the name and address of a legal practitioner who
is acting on his or her behalf, or if acting for himself or herself, an address for service, both
of which must be within three miles of the office of the Registrar. The petition must be filed
along with three copies with the Court.45 A Notice of the petition would then be published
in the Gazette and in a Dominican newspaper of general circulation, the cost of which is to
be borne by the petitioner and be paid to the Registrar before publication.46
The notice of the presentation of the petition together with a copy of the petition must be
served on the respondent personally within ten days after filing of the petition. If the
respondent is evading service or the petitioner is unable to serve, the court can order
service be effected by other means. Once deemed served the respondent within 10 days
must state where is his address for service and indicate any applications or objections he
may wish to file.47
d. Economic Requirements
At the time of filing the election petition or within three days of its filing, the petitioner
must provide security for all the costs or charges that may be payable by the petitioner in
the petition. This security shall not exceed EC$1,200 (US$444.00) and can be made either
by cash paid into court, or by filing a recognizance signed by sureties approved by the
Registrar, or partly by cash and partly by securities.48 The amount of the security is so low
(EC$1,200 / US$444.00 that petitioners usually choose to pay the amount into court.
The statutory requirements for service of the petition and of the notice of security for costs
are generally stringent. A petition may be dismissed or a respondent may be struck out on
an interlocutory application if there is any defect in the giving or serving of the
Recognizance for Security for Costs.
6. Fair and Effective Process
International and constitutional requirements stipulate that everyone has the right to an
effective remedy that swiftly and effectively protects them against acts that violate their
fundamental rights. Likewise, the processing of electoral disputes must be adequate to
resolve the case in a timely manner and provide an effective remedy to the affected right.
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a. Deadlines
Challenges to Voters’ List
Challenges to the names on the preliminary list of electors for each polling district every
September 30 are given to the Chief Electoral Officer. An objection notice is published upon
publication of the preliminary register. The deadline for challenge cannot be less than
seven days after the publication of the list.49
Section 12(1) of the House of Assembly (Elections) Act gives the President the power to
issue writs for elections, under the Public Seal. Section 12(2) requires that the date for
nomination be declared and mandates that the election be held not less than 15 days and
no more than 21 days from nomination day. Section 16(b) of the Registration of Electors
Act permits the removal of those ordered to be removed after an objection within 5 days of
the writs; this would not constitute an alteration of the Register, but the removal of names
from the Supplementary List by operation of law. Section 16(b) of the Act and Regulation
40 therefore, would not allow preparation of the register to be delayed, to permit for
hearing of objections filed after the writs were published.
Election Petition
As indicated earlier, Section 68(1)(a) of the House of Assembly (Elections) Act addresses
the process for filing an election petition. That is, it must be presented within 21 days after
the return made by the Returning Office, or 28 days where corrupt practices are
alleged. Failure to file and serve the petition within the statutory period of 21 days or 28
days where applicable is considered fatal to the petition. The Court of Appeal has held that
the requirement that a petition be presented within a particular time was substantive, not
procedural, and the time could not be enlarged in the Court’s discretion, making a petition
presented out of time liable to be struck out.50
The notice of the presentation of the petition together with a copy of the petition must be
served on the respondent personally within ten days after filing of the petition. Once
deemed served, the respondent has 10 days to provide his address for service and indicate
any applications or objections he may wish to file.51
The Courts have stated that every election petition shall be tried as expeditiously as
possible and as far as practicable for the interests of justice. Unless statute otherwise
provides, an election petition, and any amendments thereto, must be perfected within the
time limited for filing the petition. The rationale is that it would otherwise defeat the
underlying virtue of the mandatory nature of elections legislation, which is intended to
ensure that the validity of the election of a member of the legislature is dealt with
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expeditiously, in the public interest. The Court believes that voters need to know who their
lawfully elected representatives are as soon as possible after an election.52
Appeals
Pursuant to the Eastern Caribbean Civil Proceeding Rules 2000, an appeal in the case of an
interlocutory appeal, where leave is not required, must be filed within 21 days of the date
the decision appealed against was made; in an interlocutory appeal where leave is
required, within 21 days of the date when such leave was granted; and in the case of any
other appeal, within 42 days of the date when judgment is delivered or the order is made,
whichever is earlier. The Court of Appeal may extend any of the time limits on an
application made by the applicants.
b. Right to Defence
A candidate affected by an election petition is allowed to be part of the election petition
process. The notice of the presentation of the petition together with a copy of the petition
must be served on the respondent personally within ten days after filing of the petition.
Once deemed served, the respondent must, within 10 days provide his address for service
and indicate any applications or objections he may wish to file.53
A respondent can also file applications for particulars of an election offence that was
pleaded generally in the petition to be given by the petitioner.54 In relation to the security
of costs the Rules provide that when the security is given wholly or partly by recognizance,
it is lawful for the respondent within ten days from the date of service on him or her of the
notice to object to the recognizance.55 During the hearing of the election petition, a
respondent may present witnesses and can cross examine any witness.56
c. Preclusion
The court has no discretion or power to extend the time for service, regardless of the
circumstances. If it is not served within the required time, the court will hold that it has no
jurisdiction to entertain the petition. The requirement that a petition be presented within a
particular time is substantive, not procedural, and the time cannot just be extended by the
Court. Similarly, if the petitioner fails to serve the required notice on the respondent of the
amount and nature of the security, the court has no power or discretion to cure the
irregularity and extend time for compliance.
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d. Proof
The basic principle in an election petition as in civil cases is that he who asserts must
prove, unless some other specific principle or circumstance causes the burden of proof to
shift to a respondent. Firstly, the petitioners must plead it in the petition.
The basic principles on pleadings in elections cases are uncontroversial. As in civil cases,
generally, the purpose of pleadings is to identify the issue or issues that will arise at a trial.
This is in order to avoid the opposing parties and the court being taken by surprise. A
petitioner must therefore raise an issue for trial in the pleadings so that a respondent is
able to prepare to meet those issues by counter-pleading and allow the parties to present
evidence and counter-evidence on the issues to be tried.
The pleadings must be precise and disclose a cause or causes of action. The rules of
pleading are strictly applied in election cases with respect to the time for filing and
perfecting a petition, as well as to precision in pleading. In election petitions, pleadings
have to be precise, specific and unambiguous so as to put the respondent on notice. The
rule of pleadings that facts constituting the cause of action must be specifically pleaded is
as fundamental as it is elementary. Any allegation approaching dishonesty in electoral
petitions, must be clearly and specifically pleaded with a level of precision that is not
required in pleading a mere irregularity.57
The Court has indicated that where the petition charges specific bribery, treating and
undue influence, the petitioner must provide certain particulars including, the names and
the last known or present street address, and number (if any) on the register of the agents
of the respondent who bribed, treated, or unduly influenced, and of the persons who were
bribed, treated or unduly influenced. Also, they must provide the dates when, and the
places where, each act took place and the nature, character and description of each act.58
It was held by the Court of Appeal that petitioners making specific allegations in their
election petitions about the existence of a disqualification must bring the appropriate
evidence to prove their allegations. In the 2010 Dominican case of Ronald Green v Petter
Saint Jean and Maynard Joseph v Roosevelt Skerrit et al, it was claimed that the respondents
were disqualified by reason of their foreign citizenship, as they had claimed French
citizenship by descent and held French passports.
The petitions were dismissed on the basis that there was no proof that the respondents
were disqualified by virtue of swearing allegiance to the foreign government.59 This
decision was upheld by the Court of Appeal.60 The majority of the Court of Appeal held that
the burden was on the appellants to have brought the necessary evidence before the court
57
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to prove that under the law of France, the respondents being in possession of French
passports was an act which amounted to an acknowledgment of allegiance, obedience or
adherence to the state of France. It was necessary for them to plead and produce evidence
which would prove the principles of foreign law which would disqualify the respondents
under section 32(1)(a) of the Constitution of the Commonwealth of Dominica.
e. Notifications
The notice of the presentation of the petition, together with a copy of the petition, must be
served on the respondent personally within ten days after filing of the petition and the
respondent has 10 days to advise of any applications or objections he may wish to file.61
Where a respondent is evading service the petitioner may apply to the judge for an order
deeming the posting of a Notice in the office of the Registrar; or a Notice published in a
newspaper of general circulation in the Commonwealth of Dominica, stating that the
petition has been presented, the name of the petitioner, the prayer and the nature of the
proposed security as personal service on the respondent.
Further, on the presentation of the petition, the Registrar of the Court shall immediately
cause a Notice of the petition to be published in the Gazette and in a newspaper of general
circulation in the Commonwealth of Dominica.62 The petitioner shall bear the cost of the
publication.
Therefore, there are ample provisions for the notification of an election petition on the
respondent.
f. Substantiation
At the end of the petition, a judge must state clearly the reasons for his decisions. The
Courts have previously held that a judge must give reasons for his/her decision, although
these reasons need not be elaborate and the particularity required will vary according to
the circumstances of the case. It is sufficient if what the judge says shows the parties and, if
need be, the Court of Appeal, the basis on which he/she has acted.63 The giving of reasons is
considered to be inextricably bound up with natural justice or the right to be fairly heard
and is fundamentally important as a public law principle. It has been described as "one of
the fundamentals of good administration"64 and is regarded as a requirement of the ‘rule of
law’65 The Court of Appeal Rules also provide that if no written decision is given by the
Judge at the time of giving judgment such Judge shall communicate his reasons for the
judgment in writing to the Registrar of the court below and such reasons shall be included
in the record.
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There is no history of a failure of the electoral court to give reasons for its decisions in
Dominica.
g. Means
Under the Constitution, an appeal shall lie as of right to the Court of Appeal from any final
decision of the High Court determining an election petition. No appeal shall lie from any
decision of the Court of Appeal of an election petition and no appeal shall lie from any
decision of the High Court in election petitions other than a final decision determining.
Every appeal shall be preferred within a period of forty-two days from the date of the order
of the High Court. The Supreme Court may entertain an appeal after the expiry of the fortytwo days if it is satisfied that the appellant had sufficient cause for not acting within that
period.
h. No Discrimination of Actors in the Process
The Constitution of Dominica provides that every person in Dominica is entitled to
protection of the law and the right not to be subject to discrimination on the basis of
political opinion. The applicants in Loftus Durand v President, which sought an injunction
against the election, alleged that the Judge presiding over the case was biased in favour of
the government in her decision-making.
The affidavit of the petitioner identified instances of the alleged bias, including comments
allegedly made by the judge and instances of allegedly differentiated treatment in legal
matters pertaining to persons on different sides of the political divide. The applicants’
motion for recusal was refused by the Judge and the Chief Justice indicated that there was
no reason for her replacement in the matter.
7. Transparency and Culture of Legality
The demand for transparency in the workings of the court is based on the right of each
person to seek and receive such information from the government and other authorities
under the constitution and international law.
a. Electoral Calendar and Enjoyment of Rights
The statutory time limits provide a rigid timetable to ensure that everything is done, in a
timely manner, to bring these petitions to trial because the public interest requires it. The
persons who are returned as legislators should know quickly whether they have been
lawfully elected. The country needs to know who the elected representatives are with
certainty. Election challenges should be mounted before a new legislature sits and begins
its work, or as soon as possible thereafter, in order that the legislature might be definitively
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lawfully constituted. This goes to the issue of legitimacy. Electoral laws and their
interpretation by the courts are intended to facilitate this.66
While there is no time limit for the determination of an election petition, it should be dealt
with expeditiously. The Mission received complaints from some parties about the length of
time it takes to determine election related offences. Following the 2014 elections, criminal
complaints of treating were filed against the elected representatives of the Dominica
Labour Party (DLP) on the basis that they provided several free concerts with international
artists with the hope of corruptly influencing voters. The elected DLP representatives filed
an application for judicial review, Roosevelt Skerrit et al v Antoine Defoe et al DOMHCV 166
of 2015, which was heard by Justice Bernie Stephenson. On April 18, 2018 Justice
Stephenson delivered a decision in which the judge held that the Applicants (who were all
elected Dominica Labour Party candidates) could not be charged with the election offence
of treating. She quashed the decision of the learned Magistrate to issue summons to the
applicants. An appeal was filed against this decision and heard by the Court of Appeal in
October 2019. A decision is still pending.
There seems to be no lack of transparency in Dominica’s judicial system in so far as the
provision of reasons. As previously highlighted, the expedience of the decisions can,
however, be improved.
8. Findings and Recommendations

Dominica has reasonable electoral justice efforts, nevertheless certain adjustments could
be made to the process to further enhance electoral justice. These include:
 Dominica’s laws stipulate that a challenge to any part of the election process, including
the nomination of a candidate, must be conducted through an election petition after the
election.67 The authorities should consider amending the existing election petition
legislation and rules to allow nomination challenges to addressed administratively and
determined before an election. This would be in the public interest and provide
certainty about elected representatives.
 There is currently no legislative timeframe or any other provision for the length of time
it takes to determine election-related offences and petitions. As far as practicable and in
the interest of justice, every effort should be made by the High Court to expedite
election petitions and complete hearings of all election related offences, within six
months from the date on which the election petition is presented for trial. A decision
should also be rendered soon thereafter.
 An appeal on an election petition before the Court of Appeal should likewise be
expedited and dealt with, as far as possible, within three months.
66
67

Devan Nair v Yong Kuan Teik [1967] 2 AC 31
Gladys Petrie et al v The AG et al 14 WIR 292
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COMPLAINTS RECEIVED BY THE MISSION
PLACE
Toucarie
Chapel,
Cottage

Wesley
Primary School
V-02-8, Wesley
Morne Prosper
Pre-School,
Roseau Valley
Trafalgar
Primary
School, Roseau
Valley
Wotten Waven
Resource
Centre, Roseau
Valley

DATE

COMPLAINT
AGAINST
Electoral Office

A party agent alleged that a voter who was on the list
held by the party, but not on the official voters list,
was not allowed to vote. The agent was of the view
that the voter’s name had been maliciously removed
from the list.

Presiding Officer

A voter alleged that the presiding officer (PO)
instructed her to mark her ballot with a ‘T’. She was
subsequently informed that the ballot was invalid.

Electoral Office

A voter alleged that she had confirmed prior to the
election, in October 2019, that her name was on the
Voters List. On Election Day however, her name did
not appear.

Voter (name
provided)

The Presiding Officer alleged that a voter (name
provided) made death threats to her, and refused to
leave the polling station, after he had voted.

6 Dec.

6 Dec.

6 Dec.

6 Dec.

6 Dec.

COMMENTS

Individual (name The complainant alleged that a certain voter had been
provided)
prevented from casting a vote for their preferred
candidate.

Girauldel
Primary
School, Roseau
South

Police Officer
6 Dec.

The complainant alleged that although she identified
herself as a party agent upon her arrival at the polling
station at 7 am, she was instructed by the police
officer to go 100 yards away from the polling station.

Kingshill
Baptist Church,
Roseau South

5 Dec.

Law Enforcement The complainant alleged that law enforcement
officers had deployed tear gas and live ammunition
near her residence, injuring persons.
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MEMBERS OF THE MISSION
NAME

COUNTRY

ROLE

Hubert Ingraham

The Bahamas

Chief of Mission

M

Brenda Santamaria

Argentina

Chief, Electoral Observation Section

F

Melene Glynn

Trinidad & Tobago

Deputy Chief of Mission

F

Orville A.T. Turnquest

The Bahamas

Advisor to the Chief of Mission

M

Paul Spencer

Antigua & Barbuda

Political Advisor

M

Luisa Ferreira Peralta

Colombia

General Coordinator

F

Martin Huenneke

United States

Methodologies Coordinator

M

Cristina Garcia

Spain

Press Officer

F

Maria Fernanda Story

United States

Financial Specialist

F

George King

The Bahamas

Assistant to the Chief of Mission

M

Earl Simpson

Jamaica

Electoral Registries Specialist

M

Westmin James

Trinidad & Tobago

Electoral Justice Specialist

M

Michael Millette

Grenada

Electoral Organization Specialist

M

Alex Bravo

United States

Electoral Technology Specialist

M

Veronica Noriega

Mexico

Voting Abroad Specialist

F

Errol Bethel

The Bahamas

Short-Term Observer

M

Denis Antoine

Canada

Short-Term Observer

M

Liesl Mulholland

Guyana

Short-Term Observer

F

Angie Carrión Cueva

Peru

Short-Term Observer

F

Suriname

Short-Term Observer

F

United States

Short-Term Observer

F

Jeanelle van
GlaanenWeygel
Genevieve Whittaker

GENDER
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